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THE STORY OF A SHIPYARn
Pres. Gatcombe Tells Lions Of Post-War Plan

ning—Club Votes To Move Back To
The Thorndike
loll and a comparatively small
number cf shipworkers the cor
poration advanced by leaps ar.d
bounds until last year lt passed
two million dollars over the coun
ter for labor alone, with 800 men
on the payroll—an industry of
which
Rockland
had
never
dreamed, and which was certainly
Beginning with a modest pay farthest from the thoughts of those
the present company bears
The quietly and modestly tcld
| story of how the great plant was
FRUIT BASKETS
•
j amassed, and how it bore the
Made up to order
' brunt of the half million dollar fire
All Kinds of Fruits
j which wiped out its nucleus formed
j one of the most dramatic tales in
and Beverages
: Rockland's history.
NAUM & ADAMS
President Gatcombe was intro96Ptf
: duced by iLion William Romanoff.

Rockland Lions sat in spell
bound interest Wednesday while
Fred C. Gatcombe, president of
Snow Shipyards, Inc. told o>f the
company’s survival from setbacks,
and of its unswerving progress,
until today it enjoys the reputation
oi being the most efficient repair
plant East of Boston.

+

RED CROSS BENEFIT

DOUBLE CHAMPIONSHIP

BASKETBALL

+

ROCKLAND COMMUNITY BUILDING
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 8
Rockland High Boys, Champions
VS.\

Thomaston High Boys

Thomason High Girls, Champions
vs.

Rockland High Girls
GAME CALLED AT 7.30.
ADMISSION 25c and 40c
EVERY PENNY TO THE RED CROSS
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Republicans!
The Second District Republican Convention for
the year 1944 will be’held at the Chateau on the

Tne speaker told how four new
buildings had been erected in the
rapidly expanding yard;
how
there will eventually be a modern
marine railway with a capacity for
handling 15C0-ton ships, and fa
cilities for building steel craft of
200 feet in length.
While the work of bulking ships
for the U S. Navy has been going
cn. President Gatcombe and his
associates have had their minds
fastened1 upon pcst-war prcblems—
what the shipyard will do when the
world conflict has ended, and the
demand for government boats has
passed cut of the picture.
The speaker said that the yard
officials were spending a quarter
cf a million dollars for post-war
planning. There will, of course,
r.ot be 800 men on the pay-roll
when peace is restored, but it is
hoped' to give steady employment
to about 150, building commercial
craft and doing repair work.
President Gatcombe gently chid
ed Rockland citizens for not vo
ting the yard and seeing for them
selves what is being done When
a member of the club ventured
the suggestion that the yard was
not supposed to be open to the
public he replied1 that it was
merely necessary to make the
proper application at the gate.
A member of the dub who has
been familiar with the yard over
a long period of years asked Presi
dent Gatcom'be as to the possibility
of holding a meeting, there and
viewing the work. Mr. Gatcombe
promptly assented and volunteered
that the corporation would act as
host. The meeting will be held in
the near future when weather con
ditions are mere suitable.
President Gatcom'be was given
an ovation when he had finished,
and with Mrs. Gatcombe was ex
tended a special invitation to the
ladies' night which will be held) at
the Thorndike Hotel one week from
next Wednesday.
By a vote of 21 to 3 the Club
decided to return to its original
quarters at the Thorndike Hotel,
and will hold its last meeting at
the Rockland next -week. Upon
motion of Past President Frank
H Ingraham a vote of thanks
was extended to the management
of Hotel RRockland for the cour
tesies it has shown.
Robert G. Wade, a member of
the Braintree, Mass., club, was a
guest.

Cement Plant Will Have An Awakening

“Silos are filled to capacity, and, board of directors at meeting to be
, we have more cemefit and clinker I held the 24th of this month, will
on hand than ever before,-’ M. S I be made if the necessary approval is
Ackerman of New York, vice presi- granted by the War Production
dent of the Lawrence Portland Ce Board.
It Is estimated that the cost oi
ment Company, informed a repre
sentative of The Courier-Gazette these changes, the first of a major
character since the plant was es
Wednesday.
“That is the principal reason for tablished in 1926. will be a quarter
suspending operations at our ce- j of a million dollars,
ment mill in Thomaston temporMr. Ackerman and Walter E.
arily,” Mr. Ackerman stated, "but Bowe, sales manager, said that there
a second reason for the shutting was enough cement on hand to take
down is for making improvement care of requirements for six months
in the kilns, coal handling equip- or longer
ment and clinker grinder, to the end
The mill may be started as early
that the quality of the product be as August or the resumption of
increased."
[manufacturing maybe deferred unThese improvements, which wifi til early, in 1945.
undoubtedly be authorized by the1 The shipping department will not

Great Games Ahead
Red Cross Benefit Next Wed
nesday Night—Trophies
To Be Awarded
Knox County sports fans have a

grand treat in store for them next
Wednesday night when the Red
Cross benefit games bring the teams

OR. DANA S. NEWMAN
Announces

The Reopening of his Dental
Office
MONDAY, MARCH 6

Buv War Bonos and Stamps
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WANTED IMMEDIATELY

National Convention and two alternates.

Third—To transact any other business that may
properly come before the Convention.

Basis of representation will be as follows:

PACKERS AND MEN
Transportation may be arranged

Cioss War Fund—half to the Rock
land Chapter and half to the
leading off with a game that will. Thomaston chapter. The boys and
be full of interest for those who girls of the schools want to do their
dke to watch the teams of the fu- pait in this great need. Referees
Charlie Wotton, Jim Flanagan and
ture.
At 7.30 the championship lassies Mike Quinn have donated their serv
of T.H.S. will give Bill Sullivan’s ices and will all be seen in action
Between the games the two cham
girls another chance to show what
pionship
teams—the
Thomaston
they can do. Girls’ basketball in
Knox County is tops in the State girls and the Rockland boys will be
and this game is a thriller. Seldom honored and trophies will be pre
do you see such shooting stars as sented by Mayor E R. Veazie.
Crie and Porter of Thomaston and
LEVER SETTLE SUIT
Witham of Rockland on the court.
The litigation between Lever
In the last game of the evening,
the Thomastcn boys who haye had Brothers and Procter & Gamble
an up and down season, will try to Company has been amicably settled
tear apart the Rockland Champions. between the two companies. A set
Defeated twice by Rockland, the tlement of Che patent case has been
Thomaston boys have shown speed effected and the Procter & Gamble
and class in
other games, and if Company will continue to make new
they have an up night, will be hard Ivory Soap as at present. All other
to beat. It
takes the referee’s pending legal action by both parwhistle to stop a traditional Rock- ties has been dismissed.
High and the Rockland Junior High

TOWNSEND MASS MEETING

18

PUBLIC INVITED

UNIFORMS

delegate.

Per order Second Republican District Committee,
MAURICE F. McCarthy, Chairman

21 LIMEROCK ST.,

'

Speaker, PAUL L. DARLING
National Representative
TOPIC:

ROCKLAND

“What Is The Townsend Plan, Not”

The Republican State Convention for the year 1944 will be held
at the Auditorium, Bangor. Maine, beginning on Thursday, April
13, at 4.30 o’clock in the afternoon.

(Opposite Post Office,

Specializing in

Mr. Darling will explain what many people think the Townsend
Plan is, and then tell what it actually is.

First—To elect seven delegates at large to the Republican Na
tional Convention and seven alternates.

Uniforms for U. S. Coast Guar*1

All Townsend Club members and friends are urged to at tend and
help make plans for active and working clubs in Rockland.

Fourth—To elect District Committee for each Congressional
District.

Fifth—To elect a County Committee for each County.

ATTENTION!
For Sale—Crockett House on

Seventh—To transact any other business that may properly
come before the Convention.

The State Committee will be in session at the Bangor House,
Bangor, at 2 P. M. of the day of the Convention to receive the
credentials.

On the evening of the 13th, the Resolutions Committee of the
Convention will be in session.

ELIZABETH McLEAN, Secretary.

I was considerably mystified this
week when somebody mailed me a
return envelope, directed to myself,
in my own handwriting. It con
tained a communication I wrote to
a South Thomaston man Dec. 14, :
1892. For some unknown reason a
reply hod been written but never
forwarded to me until Carl Sim
mcns found it among some an
tiques he recently bought. The
stamp was not cancelled.

Mr. and Mrs. Arthur L. Fish; the

other a daughter—Patricia Annborn to Mr. and Mrs. Joseph O.
Aube of South Thomaston. Pa
tience must be their lot in awaiting
that first birthday party.

Upon the costly tree;
But there's a rose ln yonder glen
That shuns the gaze of other m
For me Its blossom raising—
Oh, that’s the rose for me
—T. H. Bayl

insurance office^ of

Dog Licenses are due April 1st on all dogs six

S. A. LAVENDER

months old or over

151 Main St., Thomaston

Licenses and tags have been received and can be

Mrs. Albert P. Heald, Secretary
TEL. THOMASTON 4

Main Street, Rockland

Spring Will Be Here

Sometime
Why wait that long when
we can put Spring in your

every step with a

,

TRINITYLE FLOOR

Easy to walk on and easy on your
pocketbook

Trinidad
Warehouse Store
466 MJtlN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
f

14-18

E. R. KEENE,
City Clerk.

Ten Rooms, Large Lot of Land. Now being con
verted into Apartments. Low Price fbr Quick Sale.
Has commercial possibilities. Opposite Jameson's

18

YES—YOU CAN ALWAYS DEPEND

I

Market. ,

CARL SIMMONS

TELEPHONE 1240,

HOMEOWNERS

Twenty-one colors to choose
from. Terms or Cash. Call us
for Free Estimate

NOTICE TO DOG OWNERS

obtained at the City Clerk’s offlee

ROCKLAND, ME.

ALAN L. BIRD

;

ON MARCH

ATTORNEY AT LAW

And you can always de

Now located at 5 Lindsey Street, Rockland

pend on us, too. No mat

will shortly occupy

ter what it is you want,

NEW OFFICES

come to—

17-tf
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

Per Order,

REPUBLIC AN STATE COMMITTEE,
* LLOYD B MORTON. Chairman
E. MAY CHAPMAN. Vice-Chairman

The Vinal Maternity Home at
20 Orange street swung into the
spotlight this week, for there oc
curred the birth of two children
Feb. 29. One was a son born to

Elder Chester B Staples of th
Pentecostal Mission, 58 Main stree
announces the following servicef
Sunday, 1 p. m., church school; 2 3
and 7.30 p. m., evangelistic meet
ings. with Rev. H. M Howe t
Howland speaker; Monday. South
eastern District Fellowship meel
ings, 11 a. m., 2 30 and 7.30 p m
Historical and genealogical
items with Rev. I. W. Bell of Bostoi
«
invariably strike a responsive speaker
chord in readers of this paper.
Mrs. Flora Jane Wooster Hopkins
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
writes from Camden that she has
been interested in the North Haven
If I had my life tn live agal
data, and adds the information would have, made a rule to read so
poetry and listen to some music
that the first David Wooster who least once a week. The loss of th
tastes Is a loss of happiness.—Chai
came from England was also the Darwin.
first settler on the island. The
DISCRIMINATING LOVE
second David Wooster (who mar
ried Lydia Crockett) was my The rose that all are praising
Is not the rose for me;
father’s grandfather.
Too many eyes are gazing

Even before March came in Bath
reported “large swarms of mosqui

17-18

Third—For the purpose of electing a State Committee.

Delegates must be elected subsequent to the date of this call In
order to be eligible to participate in the Convention.

toes about the city." At least, no
body can accuse Bath of early Sum
mer tourist publicity, such as used
to be heralded by the June sea-ser
pent myth.—Lewiston Journal.
It’s barely possible that Bath
meant "Mosquito" airplanes, but
the enemy hasn’t ventured this far,
yet.

A high board fence has been
erected on the Spring and Main
street sides of the fire zone, and
here’s hoping that nobody is per
mitted to use it for posting circus
bills or other advertisements Bad
enough to see the property lying
idle without having the fence dis
figured by unsightly bills.

18*lt

and Navy

Second—To elect five Presidential Electors.

Each City, Town and Plantation will be entitled to one Dele
gate and for each 125 votes cast for the Republican candidate
for Governor in 1940 and for each additional 65 votes or less
than 125 votes, one Delegate.

V-mail has saved about 5,000,000
pounds of cargo space since June.
1942, says an Exchange. A fine bit
of wartime economy, but tough on
aging eyes.

I have no story to match the
one which comes out of Rehoboth,
Dela., of the whale which floated
into the Lewes-Rehoboth Canal on
an extremely high tide and swam
inland for 15 miles spouting water
to the edification of the spectators
along the canal banks. The Dela
wareans would have had another
thrill if the whole had become
stranded and a hot sun had
emerged’ from the clouds.

SPEAR HALL, ROCKLAND

L. E. COFFIN

MARY E. HEGARTY, Secretary

Basis of representation will be as follows:

It had been quite a number of
years since E. A. Burns of Friend
ship had done any tax collecting,
and he was admittedly out of prac
tice. But his record for the past
year hasn't shown it, for he has col
lected the entire commitment, ex
cept $62.50. As this was the closest
to a perfect record that had been
made in 20 years. “Ev” is feeling
pretty good about it. Mr. Burns re
tired from the retail meat business
a year ago.

Wednesday, March 8, at 7.30 P. M.

each additional 65 votes or less than 125 votes, one

*

be closed, as shipments will be made
constantly from the immense stock
on hand. The lime manufacturing
plant will remain in full operation
with one kiln in use and the pos
sibility of a second kiln being
started up as soon as seme repairs
are made. There is to be no lay
off of men in the lime department,
in fact some of the cement men will
be used in that department.
With exception of minor repairs
the cement mill has been in opera
tion continuously since March, 1941.
Mr. Ackerman said that, due to
business conditions, about 75 percent of the cement mills in the
country were shut down, but that
excellent business is expected after
the war is over.

season’s finale.
Action starts at
The entire proceeds of tnese
6 30 with the Thomaston Junior eames wiH be donated to the Red

to one Delegate and for each 125 votes cast for the
Republican candidate for Governor in 1940 and for

s’

(By The Roving Reporter)

of Rockland and Thomaston in the land-Thomaston game.

NORTH LUBEC MFG. & CANNING CO.
TILLSON AVENUE,
ROCKLAND, ME.

Each City, Town and Plantation will be entitled

Sixth—To formulate and adopt a declaration of principles or
platform in support of which the RepubUcans will appeal to the
electors of Maine in the coining campaign and in the September
election.

The Black Cat

The Cement plant at Thomaston will have a six months’ siesta, and then, oh boy!

A. M.

Second—To elect a District Committee.

Volume 99............... Number 18.

lif

Mall, Bangor, Maine, on Friday, April 14, at 9.30

First—To elect two delegates to the Republican

FOUR CENTS A COPY

Rockland, Maine, Friday, March 3, 1944

AT

KNOX COUNTY PRESENTS
ITS FRIENDLY NEIGHBOR

21 LIMEROCK STREET

FERNALD FOR GOVERNOR

OPPOSITE THE POST OFFICE

108-22

9-tf
_ m++++++tf++++H+++++++++++++Ht++++++++'5’t++++++

PARK AT
MAIN ST.

OXTON’S

ROCKLAND
. MAINE
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The Courier-Gazette

WORKING FOR VICTORY

TWICE-A-WEEK

Book Review

f

(Sy K. S. F.)
Green Mountain Boy, Seth War
ner. Author, Leon W. Dean; pub
lisher, Farrar & Rinehart, New
York.
Of course most persons have read
stories of Ethan Allen, the famous
chieftain of the gallttnt band of
Green Mountain Beys who fought
for the independence cf Vermont
during the Revolutionary War days
and the daring exploits and brave
adventures of those wild and diffi
cult times. Few, however, really
know any real things about other
valiant young men of that period
whose prowess were equally brave
and spectacular, as well as deserv
ing of high praise.
Seth Warner is the young blood
who s-ucceeded Ethan to the com
mand of the Beys and led them
through most of the major battles
opposing New York and New
Hampshire Grants and later Ver
mont.
Seth was such a lovable lad, and
deserves all the high esteem and
praise it’s possible to b<^ given to
his memory. He had heroic blood
In his veins and it kept him alert
and active in gcod deeds. No hero
ln the histcry of his State deserves
hdgher praise and this author,
Leon Dean, has given to him be
lated praise.
It is well to review in cur minds
these earlier historical events, to
give us- proper respect and value
to past efforts for our country of
today.
Service should be the
watchword cf every loyal citizen,
and proper love for cur counry
combines automatically with serv
ice. Seth Warner was one of
those who chose service.
Read this book. One can t help
a deeper loyalty in his heart
springing from the story.
Kathleen S. Fuller

JOIN
REITCROSS

For dependable radio service
call the Radio Shop, telephone 844.
517 Main street. Complete Philco
line,
60-tf

[EDITORIAL]

This address is furnished: Pvt 12 weeks’ course makes the feminine
Crockett,
ASN. Bluejackets eligible fcr petty olVernard C.
3145O2C6. Co A. 301st Infantry, fleer ratings before they are as■ signed active duty to seme naval
A P O., Camp McCain, Miss.
Herbert Rackliff of Clark Island shore station,
and Maynard Lammi of 67 Cedai
The Rcckland Reservists are: Virstrect, Rockland, have been ad- ginia M McMillan. 24. daughter of
ivanced in rating lrcm apprentice Florence T. McMi.lan. 8 Spruce
I are at the Naval Training Station, street; and Barbara E. Wiggin, 20.
seamen to seamen, first class . They daughter cf .Mr. and Mrs.. O. H.
, Wiggin, 37’j Tillson avenue.
Sampson, N. Y.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin D. Small have \1
Howard Anderson, M.M . 3c, son
received word from their son Sgt
Harold D. Small that he has arrived « Mr and Mrs Edwin A- Anderson
safely somewhere in England. His cf Thcmaston, is with the Seabees
address can be obtained from his 5OT-cw’here in tne South Pacific. His
. address may be obtained from his
parents.
parents by friends wishing to write
Pvt. Judson Manning of Cam- bun.
enlisted at Whitinsville,
den has returned to Camp Swift, Mass., where l.e had been employed
Texas after spending a 15-day fur as a machinist. Mr. Andersen is a
lough with his parents. His addTess graduate of Thomaston High School.
is: Co. E, 407th Infantry, ABO 102.
Mr. and Mr.s. Edwin A. Anderson
Camp Swift, Texas.
of Thomaston have received a letter
John Olson, Sic of Cushing, from RalPh Calkins cf Washington,
passed a few days’ leave recently advising that he was advanced Jan.
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. S 16 to major. When he was taken
into the service, he was a first lieu
H. Olson.
♦ * * *
tenant cf Battery F, 242th C A C.
Richard Fales, son cf Mr. and He is in the South Pacific.
Mrs. Irving Fales of Cushing, was
• • •
Plc George C .Huntley has re
recently Inducted into the Navy
and is at Sampson, N. Y. for his turned to Fort Williams after
spending a short furlough with his
boot training.
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Austin HuntTheir “boot training” completed ley. He recently returned from
two Rockland Women Reservists Massachusetts where he has been
have begun their specialized train- singing in an Army and WAC show.
ing at the Naval Training School in conr.ectcion with the Bond Drive.
(Yeomen) located on the Iowa State He received a citation from Mayor
Teachers College campus, Cedar Tobin for helping to make the show
a success at Plymouth Theatre in
Falls, Icwa.
and Boston, where they sold $1,000,020 of
Past civilian experience
’ “boot’’ training aptitude tests were b°nds at cne performance
* ♦ * *
the basis for their selection to the
Sgt. Jchn D. Robbins and wife
specialty school. The yeomen
have returned to Boston aftei
j course of study includes shorthand,
spending his furlough with his par
typing, Naval correspondence, rec- ents. Mr. and Mrs. Wilbert L.
, ords and forms and current events. Robbins.
I The college-slanted course is com
• * • •
plete with physical education and
Five men from Maine were sworn
1 and pleasant university social func- into active service at the Marine
tions. Successful completion of the Corps Recruiting headquarters in
9
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Swifts

Swifts

Slain! LaJ

Bland LaiJ

A BOON

•J’ap.nriM**.,,
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FOR YOUR

BUDGET

Something new has been added to one of America’s fa

vorite cooking materials . Amazing new utility—Per
fectly Astounding Economy.

A Magic New Quality—A

delightful new freedom from spoilage with age.

A NEW COOKING NECESSITY

SWIFTS BLAND LARD
SILVERLEAF BRAND

Perfect for every shortening use.

Delicious for pies,

cakes, deep fat frying

THE LARD THAT HAS EVERYTHING

PERRY’S MARKETS

J. A. JAMESON CO.

C.F. CARGILL

O.S. DUNCAN

Bland Lad
. lid, ’•? *****

J. T. TRENEER

* * * ♦

Bernard Thompson who has been
heme cn leave has returned to
Sampson, N. Y. to await assign
ment.
• • • •
A telegram frem the War De
partment yesterday fcreught the
unwelcome news that Corporal
Bernard Roberts has been wound-

The result of the Gallup poll in Iowa,
DEWEY IS
which will send 23 delegates to the RepubCERTAINLY Lean National Convention, is very' largely a
POPULAR
repetition cf the outcome in other large
States, showing Dewey in the lead with 40
percent and Willkie trailing with 25 percent. Gen. MacArthur is a good third with 19 percent. The delegation, it is
said, will go to the convention uninstructed .but in spite of the
straw vote Willkie is expected to develop considerable strength
cut where the tall corn grows.

LOOK At These
BIG A&P
iVALUES!

Apparently the Administration’s loss of
popular favor is continuing. Practically all
recent by-elections tend to strengthen that
belief, and that in the 21st district of New
York City is the latest. In this Congressional bailiwick. running from 125th Street to the Bronx
County line and from Fifth Avenue to the Hudson, a Demo
crat squeezed by the finish line a winner, with 1531 majority.
This compares with a Democratic majority of 29.C03 in 1942.
and pluralities which have ranged from that figure to 83 000
in 1932.
Obviously, judging by the figures of recent elections, the
Republicans have a new responsibility not cnly to choose
their presidential standardtoearer wisely, but also to put their
best foot foiward in every Congressional district where they
have any likelihood of winning.—Christian Science Monitor.

Portland Tuesday. The new’ Ma
rines. who received erders to pro
ceed at once to Parris Island S. C.,
fdr their recruiting training, in
clude Basil R. Tiffany. 31. of 6 Cross
street. Thomaston. Tiffany has
been employed as a construction
foreman. His wife. Mrs. Ruth T.ffany. lives at 63 Brentwood street
in Portland. The son of Nathaniel
Tiffany of Lakewood. R. I.. Tiffany
was educated at the Warwick High
School, Apponaug, R I.
• % • •
A V-mail letter from Pvt. Edwin

.CALIFORNIA NO !2
GRATED
5 pts.

Tuna Fish
AHP-rOM. NO. 1
Sardines SAUCE 1 1 pts.
Cheese 5 OZ JAR
Borden’s Spreads 25,oo,yPA,: 2oc
PINEAPPLE, OLIVE PIMENTO RELISH

A&Pgolden Corn

WE WILL BUY

GOOD CLEAN
USED CARS
Six Cylinders Only
5FtT

*

RCCKLAND

wish to express my deep appreciation of the many
courtesies extended me in connection with the open
ing of my new store, especially to fellow firms on
Main street who sent flowers and best wishes.

S. RUBENSTEIN, Clothier

Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette,
<3 00 a year

VEGETABLES

io p2,^

12C
17C

Whole Beets
nc°an2
Carrots DICED 4 pts.-16) 'oz10c
Asparagus i lio0? can39c
WINSOME
NO 2
1 0 points
CAN
Peas
NO. 2 CAN i
lona Tomatoes 10 poin
NO. 2’ : CAN 4 Qq
A&P Spinach 1 0 points I O
Snnnyficld
LB 4
Pea Beans 2 points PKG I Z
Yankee Oven Baked 15c
Pea Beans 10 points—28 OZ
OCEAN SPRaV
19 OZ
AQ
Sauce CRANBERRY 8 pts. I □
Del Monte Sliced
Pineapple 30 pts -NO. 2 CAN 21c
AtP Sliced NO. 2
A4P
2' J
Peaches jo points can z/
Cnnl/tocl OREW S FRUIT-36
UOCKiaSI points-NO 2' ; CAN 31c
JUICE 46 OZ GAN^^C
Pineapple A4P 28 points V
Raisins
Postum Cereal
’*“21°
Derby’s STEAK SAUCE BOT IV
Soup Mix ^VEGETABLE PKG 7^
B.ialavA
COOKIES
10 OZ 4
Bridge GOLDEN
BEAR
PKG
IU
Pea Soup SUSAN BAKER PKG 8'
Molasses star 14Jarz12s
Perk Soap Flakes 1*k^21c
PINT
Jene’s Floor Wax CAN 25c
ALUMINUM
12 OZ
*Dexta CLEANSER
PKG 12c
7 OZ 49c
SimonizPolish

Ing.

Marti

Meenal
Marc
meetln

Marc

M«rc

Mart
MaiMarc
Marc
Marc
Marc
Mar

SERVE THEM OFTEN-

In
passed

I wi
to all
me at

IN VEGITAhlE DINNERS

AS JUICES AND WHOLE
FRUIT FOR BREAKFAST

NortJ

IN COOKED VEGETABLE
SIDE DISHES,

I wl
thank
their
ne.su.

AS FRESH FRUIT DESSERTS

We
our re:

Help Uncle Sam make "Food Fight for Freedom!" Share
the scarce foods and eat more uorationed attri plentiful
foods! The more of these foods you serve, the more other
good things can be shipped abroad to speed victory.
You’ll find a tempting variety of crisp, fresh vegetables
and delicious fruits... priced to save you money at your
A&P Super Market. Visit our "Victory Garden" today!

tl/ul
celved
versa in

FRESH TENDER

GREEN beans

mrettul
Marc
ence 1
Marc
speakel

dirt Cl

ore not rationod!

lc

I wi
preclat
shown
Knox
Brown
also w
much

LBS

FLORIDA MEDIUM SIZE

ORANGES

I Wi.‘
neighb
kindne
acrldei
band
11
God's
them.

DOZ

CRISP AND TENDER

SPINACH

LBS
SPE

NEW

Frick

Cabbage

Bi
Big Si

ICEBERG

Lettuce
Broccoli

BCHS,

GLOUCESTER

PKG OF n

SUNNY HOUSE
COD LIVER OIL

15c

j

Plain or
Comb.
Sugared

8 oz A EC

16 oz KQC

39

BOT

BOT

16c

Good news- spare stamp no. 4 in book 4 good for 5 points toward
the purchase of fresh or smoked pork and all sausage products
Thursday, Friday and Saturday this week.

PORK LOINS
COOKED HAMS

WHOLE or
EITHER HALF

POINTS

LB'

POINTS
Lean, Mildly Cured
2 POINTS LB

SHANK HALF-5

True!

FANCY BROILING or FRYING
NO POINTS NEEDED

LEAN,CORNtD
1 POINT

j:

lb29c

5 POINTS

SMOKED PICNICS
CHICKENS
Spare Ribs
Fresh Picnics
Frankforts

SA

Dozen

LB'

ib24c

Nicft Lear. Pork
Roast—2 points

lB29c

SKINLESS
4 POINTS

lh37c

TEL.

STEAK COD
nftC
ZO
FRESH
SLICED

GROUND FRESH TO ORDER TO YOUR
METHOD OF COFFEE MAKING.

MUST
CHOOSE
WISELY

Man
Vr.log
Mat'd
Mari
meetln
try.
Marc
U. of
Mnrd

AND

WHOLE or BU T-7

Through the columns of The Courier-Gazette I

W. H. GLENDENNING
*«:iiitw '»«*

We do net know just haw far the local
public will agree with the conclusions of
Prof. T. M. Griffiths that the real House
cf Seven Gables was the original “Mont
pelier” at Thomaston and that the Pyncheon family of Nathaniel Hawthorne's novel was in reality
the Knox family cf Thcmaston. The “discovery” made by
Prof. Griffiths would be a source of great satisfaction to Knox
County residents were there full justification for ^i? con
clusions, but we have a strong suspicion that the world at
large will continue to make the ancient Salem dwelling its
mecca and leave the Knox family to Prof. Griffith’s ingenious
theorizing. At this late day it will be difficult to sway public
opinion toward the ideas advanced by the learned historian,
why. by the way, seems possessed cf the idea that the original
“Montpelier” was restored. He should come to Thcmaston
and see the new “Montpelier,” journeying a considerable dis
tance from the old one.
PROFESSOR
MAKES
DISCOVERY

It looks like circus day around
the Old Depot lately but it is ac
tually a fleet of trucks of John
Meehan & Son loading granite rip
rap for washout fill for the Maine
Central Railroad.

FRESH FRUITS

The promotion of*Thcmas M. Wil
liams from the grade cf corporal to
Sergeant has been announced
“Somewhere in England” ty the
Eighth Air Force Fighter Command.
Sgt. Williams. 26. is the son of Mr
and Mrs. Thomas J. Williams of
Union. Sgt. William's was connected
with the Camden Shipbuilding Co.
before entering the service in
June, 1942, and has been serving
overseas seven months.
• ♦ ♦ *
•Cpl. James B. Troup, son of Mr
and Mrs. Jaanes Troup of Tenant’s
Harbor, has been transferred from
North Africa to somewhere in In
dia.
• • • •
Pfc. Francis L. Mills of Camden is
now located at Seattle. Washing
ton. His next schooling will be at
B-29 school. His address is: 13th
AAFT.TD. 6609 Ellis avenue, Se
attle 8, Wash.
r * * *
Fred E. Ingerson of Boston, who
is in the Army Transport Service,
has been visiting his sister, Mrs.
Percy S. Dinsmore.
• • • •
Paul Plourde, Seaman, 2c, and
Mrs. Plourde and their son David,
are visiting Mr. Plcurde’s mother,
Mrs. Victoria Plourde in Mada
waska.
• • * •
Mrs. Crosby Ames of 24 Orient
street, Rocklartd, has received word
that her son. Pvt. Osmond Bunker,
has been promoted to corporal.
Friends may obtain his address
fiom members of the family.
• • • •
According to word just received
it should new be written Lieut,
jg. Darcld Hoc king cf Tenant's
Harbor.
* • • •
Gordon Thompson, who has been
at Greensboro. N C . has been
transferred where he will attend a
technical school. His address is:
Pvl. Gordon Thompson, ASN,
31424C81. 397th Sqd, TZ3, Box
1089-P Keesler Field, Miss.

President Roosevelt took time cut the
MRS. SMITH other day to write a personal note of comWAS ON TIIE mendation on the excellent work done by
COMMITTEE the Committee for Congested Production
Areas, of which Representative Carl Vinson
is chairman, and cf which Representative Margaret Chase
Smith of Maine is a member. The committee visited Port
land; Newport, R. I.; Norfolk. Va.; Seattle. Wash.; Portland.
Ore.; San Francisco, Los Angeles, and Dan Diego, Calif.
“Ycu are to be congratulated on the effective way in which
this work has been carried out,” wrote the President. “May I
assure you that the staff of the Executive Office Committee
for Congested Production Areas will continue to stimulate
action in obtaining needed community facilities and services
and will co-ordinate the work of the Federal Agencies con
cerned with these problems hi designated congested areas.”
Commendation came also from Secretary Frank Knox,
who said that the committee’s “helpful co-operation and
energy have been of real benefit to the Navy."

termelons a nickel apiece. A fivedoll-ar bill goes a long way in that
part cf the world. Next mcn'ff
will mark Lieut. Ureneffs twen
tieth year in the USCG.

E. Maillard of Battery B, 268th C. ed in action again, this time on
A. Battalion, whose address is A.P.O. Jan. 30. The purple heart award
709, care of Postmaster. San Fran ed him last November has been re
cisco, tells of his pleasure in re ceived by his sister at 118 Maverick
ceiving The Courier-Gazette and street frem whom his new address
being able to locate some cf the may be obtained. Tlie phone call
boys he knew before leaving Rock is 69571.
• • • ■»
land. He read a recent letter writ
A letter frem the wife of Lieut.
ten by Stewart Pollard, and had
the pleasure cf meeting the Waldo Eugene Ureneff who is stationed
boro bey a few months ago.
in the Caribbeans. tells how cheap
Maillard writes that he ran into eveiything in the fcod line is down
Walker of the Marines when he there—fresh eggs 12 cents a dozen.
first landed in England, and sup- oranges 3 cents a dozen, lebsters 10
poses he is heme now. He* was cents apiece, milk 20 cents a galpleased to read the names on the
3 cents a pound and waKiwanis honor roll, but disappoint
ed at not finding his own. “Just
T
keep up the good work that your
paper is doing." Maillard writes in |
conclusion.

AN APPRECIATION

H.M. FLINT
W. T. DUNCAN

We have perused with no small degree
of
interest
the annual report of the Ameri
THE PHONE
can
Telephone
«nd Telegraph Company for
IS MUCH,IN
1943 and find it quite easy to agree with
DEMAND
the preface that “at no time in the history
of the country has there been so much evidence as now, after
the second full year of war. of the indispensable part which
the telephone service plays in the life of the nation.” It has
meant telephone communication on a scale far beyond all
previous conceptions for the armed services, for the producers
cf war materials, and for those engaged in essential civilian
activities. The number cf Bell System telephones in service
at Dec. 31, 1943, was 12,246.600. an increase of 1,233.700 for
the year. This compares with an increase of 1,171.800 tele
phones in 1942. By the end of the year, there were 650.000
applications for main telephones which could not be cared
for immediately because of lack of facilities. In addition,
there were large numbers of outstanding bequests for other
services such as residence extension stations, changes from
party line to individual line and changes in type of telephones
and private branch exchange equipment. The number of long
distance conversations handled by the Long Lines Depart
ment of the Company wfls 31 percent above 1942, reaching
the unprecedented tctal of nearly 150.000,000. This is
50 000,0C0 more conversations than would have been expected
from normal peace-time growth based on experience of the
past.

The ccunty reports for 1943 are being
KNOX COUNTY distributed, and the Republican officials
IS WELL
who are responsible for Knox County’s
HANDLED
present financial situation invite perusal
of the document toy the taxpayers. Affairs
have teen handled in an extremely business-like manner,
with "economy” as the constant watchword, and the results
are most pleasing.

Bland

Bland LaJ

TWICE-A-WEEK

a

C.

•

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
Editor, FRANK A. WINSLOW
Associate Editor, MRS. WILLIAM O. FULLER
The Rockland Gazette was established in 1846. In 1874 the Courier
was established and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. The Free Press
was established in 1855 and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune.
! These papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
Subscriptions $3.00 per year, payable in advance; single copies four cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation and very reasonable.

He shall be like a tree, planted
by the rivers of water.—Ps. 1:3.

x
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SMELTS

8 O’CLOCK COFFEE 2 BAGS 41c
RED CIRCLE COFFEE 2 BAGS 47C
BOKAR COFFEE
2 ALBs51c
190% PURE VEGETABLE

LB

b22c

FANCY

MEDIUM

1 LB
5 pts

1C 3 LBS

dexo
63'
WHITEHOUSE
J
Q7C
EVAP. MILK
Zl
GOLD MEDAL
2^B 1.44
FAMILY FLOOR SUNNYFIELD
NOTLEY MARGARINE
SHORTENING

15 pts.

14’ 2 OZ
> CANS

1 Brown Point Each

FLOUR-NEWLY
ENRICHED

76 M

Telef

25 LB
BAG

Newly Enriched

1 LB PKG
6 POINTS

SUNNYBROOK
Strictly Fresh-Grade A

EGGS

LARGE /|Qc MED.
DOZEN'

3

DOZEN

37‘

OZ i
Rumford □ AXING Powder 12
CAN ,
OZ
Baking Powder ANN PAGE 12
CAN
Drano
CAN
Babo
'
2cans21c
NBC Ritz Crackers
Ug 23c
Ann Page Vanilla
?B00? 29c
Macaroni or Spaghetti so"
5C
Macaroni o;^EPTkrroA=" 2pklgb 17s
Peanut Better duAV-^c 2alrb 37c
.Peanut Butter *□
2JARe 38c
Our Own Tea
pkg’SF
Nectar Tea PLK0^^GE
34c

Swc&ihsttid
492

SOAP
2

13'

SOFT WEAVE
TISSUE
3rols23c

Toilet Tissue
Waldorf

«ol 7c

TOILEI
TISSUE ROLL

&C

MLflNTlC & PACIFIC TEA CO.—
J

market changes. We reserve the right to limit Quantities. 4

t
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Ikcl apdece. A fivea long way in that
,-orld. Next men T
lit. Ureneffs twen-

TALK OF THE TOWN

|e USCG.

r circus day around
lately hut lt is ac| of trucks of John
I loading granite ripIt fill for the Maine
Id.
rhe Courier-Gazette,
ko a year

POSTS

b
BLES
froned!
k OFTEN[able

dinners

Is AND WNOLI
fo BREAKFAST
ho VEGETABLE

HIS,

FRUIT DESSERTS

Hom!” Share
prl pIen»iM
| more other
rictory.
Ii vegetables
In: v at youf
I” today!

.BS

(

OZ

March 4 Knox Pomona meets Id
Ur.lo>
March 6 Warren Town Meeting.
March 6—Lady Knox Chapter Guest
meeting In evening. Universalist ves
try.
March 6 North Haven Town Meet
ing.
March 6 9—Farm and Home Week at
U. of M. College of Agriculture.
March 7 — Parent-Teacher Ass'n
meeting In Warren.
March 8 -Fourth Quarterly Confer
ence at Waldoboro Methodist Church.
March 8—Governor Sewall
guest
speaker at Waldoboro Lions Club.
Meenahga Grange hall.
March 13—South Thomaston town
meeting.
March 13 Appleton town meeting.
Ma ren 13—Hope town meeting
March 13—Vinalhaven town meeting.
March 13- Friendship town meeting.
March 13 Monhegan town meeting.
March 13—Waldoboro town meeting.
March 13—Camden town meeting.
March 16—Annual Banquet. Metho
dist Church.
March 17—St. Patrick's Day.

BORN
Fish—At Vinal Maternity Home, to
Mr and Mrs. Arthur L. Fish, a son.
Aube—At Vinal Maternity Home,
Feb. 29, to Mr. and Mrs. Joseph O.
Aube of Sauth Thomaston, a daugh
ter PatriclS Ann.
Jkckson—At Vinal Maternity Home.
March 2, to Mr and Mrs. William E
Jackson, a son Frederick William
Seavey—At Knox Hospital, March 1.
to Mr. and Mrs. Charles I. Seavey, a
son.
Harrington—At The Lucette. Thom
aston, Feb. 12, to Mr and Mrs. Mertlac.d Harrington (Glenys Simmons) ot
Friendship, a son—Ervllle Chester.

MARRIED
Sargent-Wooster—At
Osceola.
Ar
kansas, Jan. 14,
Norbert F Sargent,
USNR. C.M.lc, of New Madrid Mo.,
and Norma C. Wooster of this city—by
Rev. W. P. Hale.
Hansen-Brown—At
East Hartford.
Conn . Feb. 27. Alfred A Brown of
Ea-t Hartford. Conn., and Goldie H
Hansen of Camden—by Rev. Melvin H
Dorr. Jr.
■Sallinen-Stevens—At
Santa
Rosa.
Calif , Feb. 11. Walpas B. Sallinen and
Edith H. Stevens, both of Cushing.
Thompson-Wadsworth—At
Camden.
Feb. 28. 2d Lt. Robeit Thompson of
Glasgow. Scotland and Irma Wads
worth of Camden'—by Rev. Melvin H.
Dorr, Jr.

DIED
Wheeler—At Rockland, March 3,
IN MEMORIAM
Grace M. Wheeler, wife of George W.
In memory of my mother
who Wheeler, age 54 years, 1 month. 12
passed away March 5. 1937.
days. Funeral Sunday afternoon at 2
o'clock from Burpee funeral home.
*
Guy R. Robbins
Holt—At Warren, March 2, Albion A
Holt, husband of Mattle H. Holt, age
CARD OF THANKS
63 years, 9 months, 13 days. Funeral
I wish to express mv appreciation Saturday at 3 o'clock from Simmons
to all those who so kindly renicmlxTcd funeral home. Burial In Hartland.
me at Christmas time.
Ingraham—At Rockland. March 1,
Robert L. Clark, Sic,
E'izabeth M„ widow of Edward B. In
North Africa.
«
graham age 82 years. 2 months. 17
days. Funeral Friday 2 p m. from
Russell Furteral Home. Interment In
CARD OF THANKS
Aehorn Cemetery.
I wish to take this opportunity to
thank my North Haven friends for
their many kindnesses during my Ill
IN MEMORIAM
ness.
1936 Ivan E. Cunningham
1944
*
Owen F. Grant
We miss his gentle presence.
We miss his smile so dear.
CARD OF THANKS
He is gone, but not forgotten
By
those who loved'him here.
We wish to express our thanks to
our relatives and friends for the beau
Father, Mother and Brother.
tiful gifts, and many pretty cards re
18 It
ceived on our Golden Wedding anni
versary.
Mr. and Mrs. Rodney S. Davis
IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of Addie Tucker
McAliley, who died March 4. 1939.
CARD OF THANKS
Lovingly remembered' by her hus
I wish to express my deepest ap band,
W G •McAuley and daughter,
preciation cf the many kindnesses | Margaret
M. Spruce.
shown me during my recent Illness at I
Camden.
Knox Hospital, especially thanking Drs. |
Brown and Fogg and the nurses. I
also wish to tell the Girl Scouts how
IN MEMORIAM
much I appreciate their courtesies.
In loving memory of Sarah Simmons
*
Mary Wellman
who passed away March 2. 1938.
Deep down In our hearts lies a picture
CARD OF THANKS
More precious than silver cr gold.
I wish to thank all our friends and It s a picture of our wonderful mother
neighbors for their many acts of Whose memory wll^ never grow old.
kindness and assistance during the
Husband, Children and Grandchil
accident and funeral of my late hus dren.
•
band, Wllford J. Bryant, and especially
for the many beautiful flowers. May 1
God's choicest blessings rest tfpon
them.
Mrs Bertha Ames Bryant

WALDO

(

Lbs

”

B E A N 0

SPEAR HALL—8.00 P. M.

Friday and Saturday Nights
Big Prizes on Evening Play
Big Special and Full Chicken Dinner
Free (lame

lyt

THEATRE

18*lt i

SATURDAY ONLY, MARCH 1
Two Full Length Features
JOHNNY MACK BROWN
in

“RAIDERS OF
SAN JOQUIN”
Also on the Program

OLD FASHIONED

. DANCE
UNION TOWN HALL
SATURDAY, MARCH 4
PUBLIC INVITED
Auspices

EASTERN STAR CIRCLE
17-18

5 points toward
husage products-

“TWO TICKETS TO
LONDON”
with
Michele Morgan, Alan Curtis,

C. Aubrey Smith
Barry Fitzgerald
A tense, mystery drama . . .
excellently acted!
PLEASE
NOTE!
Saturday
shows will be continuous, starting
at 6.30 p. m.
This change in
policy is effective March 4th.
Matinee at 2.30 as usual.

LB

If

'

Poultry Wanted

YVALLACE BEERY
FAY BAINTER

Live Poultry Wanted

Reginald Owen, Noah Beery, Jr.,
Ray Collins, Key Luke, Marilyn
Maxwell, William Lundigan

5 POINTS
ed
QQC
KTS

Highest Prices Paid for AU Kinds
of Live Poultry

:c

Trucks Call for Large Amounts

.3

45'

Maine Poultry Co.
TEL. 2-2202,

:ak
SH

cod

28c

BANGOR. ME.
2-tf

MAGAZINES

NEWSPAPERS

MELTS

(By Subscription)

New, Renewal, and

)M

LB

Special Offers

63'

Miss Ruth A. Cluff of Auburn, i
yet needed to be present in helping
The Knox County Camera Club, The State encampment of the
One year ago: Miss Ellen C.
Service Men’s Club to
entertain.
which produced a motion picture V.F W. will be held in Augusta, June formerly in Rockland as home serv- ,
Daly’ resigned as superintendent of
in colors, entitled, “Knox County on 23-25. The Augusta House will be ice director for the Central Maine,
The club sends out a plea for Knox Hospital—Fifty-one men left
Parade,” a few years ago, is making ’ headquarters, James Chase, is the Power Co., has been appointed heme 1 March Card Party Omitted home made cookies for the jar at Rockland for the Induction center
plans for a new project which will general chairman and the Augusta demonstration agent for Kennebec
—Club Room To Close At the room, jigsaw puzzles, ping pong ' —The Junior class of Rockland
probably ilnclude local scenes and Post is working to make this on eof County for the the University of
rackets, and magazines of recent High School scored a success with
10.30 P. M.
have local talent as actors. A post the best encampments ever held in ' Maine Extension Service, and as
“Showdown at Sawtooth.”—Among
date.
At the exiKiutive board meeting
exhibit banquet is being planned by the State. There has been an in sumed her new duties March 1. She
The newly formed Cluib for Service ! the deaths: Rockland, Mrs. Walter
Bertram A. Gardner.
Officers crease of 1.200 members in the de 4s a graduate of Edward Little of the Service Men’s Club Wednes Men’s Wives meets every Friday | Burpee, 89; Rockland, Mrs. Horace
elected for this year are: James A partment since last encamjjpient High Schoel and Nasson College. day, it was voted to omit the March j afternoon from 1.33 to 4.30. The I Noyes; Vinalhaven, Mrs. Porter
Lawry, 72; Rockland, Mrs. Leola
Moore, president; J. Alton Perry, under the leadership of Commander Besides her work with the Cent Ail
card party so as not to conflict with , first in a series of teas to be given .
Maine
Power
Co.,
she
has
been
em

Walker
and
membership
chairman
vice president; Robert M Allen, re*
ty them in homes will be at Mrs. j Rose, 70; Rockland, John Woods,
the
party
given
by
the
St.
Bernard
cording secretary;
Bertram A. William Newell of Lewiston.* Elec- ployed by the Bangor Hydro-Elec
Charles A. Emery's some Sunday ' 90; Rockland , George B. Orcutt,
Gardner, corresponding ^secretary; ' tion of officers take place this month tric Co., and the Women’s Educa- Parish the same date. The series this month, the exact date to be 57; Rockland, Charles Monroe of
Wiibur P. Senter, treasurer and Sam l in all Posts in the State, with in- tional and Industrial Union in Bos- ' will be continued in April, it was , announced. The Club women fur- Fort Clyde, 80; Warren. Seldon D.
ten. During the past year she has J
Savitt program chairman. Alwin | stallation in April.
also voted to close the CA»b rocm coffee and cream, and do all the Robinson. 56; Warren, Edward H.
Storer, 80.
been
on
the
stafT
of
the
Auburn
'
S French became a member at this
promptly at 1(^30 p. m„ t'ae time set, co.ee and cream, and do ail the
Two
British
officers
dined
at
Tiie
Ration Beard.
week’s meeting.
forth in the Clpb rules. If there are
'Thorndike Hotel and returning
seven of these teas and it is hoped 1 Cooked food sale and game party
their
guest
checks
to
the
cashier
’
s
any
boys who are not able to get
Because of the illness of Rev. A
thej' may prove sufficiently success Monday at 2.15. auspices D.U.V.
Miriam Rebekah Lodge meets
G. Hempstead thtre will be no desk asked Landlord Berliawskj' to Tuesday night. There will be work transportations to their stations di ful so there may be more of them.
18*lt
—■
---- --«
preaching service at the Methodist I read the reverse side. Sub-Lieut. on a large class of candidates. rectly after dances or closing of the
Church Sunday morning. Members ' K C. Hunter of Hull, England had Lodges at Union. Warren, Tenant’s club thej' are extended a cordial
of the congregation have been in I written: “May I say this is one of Harbor and Camden are invited. welcome to the lobby of either Hotel
Painting And
vited to attend the service at the the finest dinners I've had since Supper, under direction of Mrs. Ar Rockland or the Thorndike Hotel
- E. F. WITTY
coming
to
the
U.S.A.
last
October."
and
the
Club
wishes
to
thank
the
Universalist Church. Rev. Roy A.
thur H. Robinson and Mrs. Jesse T.
Paper Hanging
Welker will conduct the service at J. L. Smith, Radio Officer, RN., Carroll, will be at 6.15. members not managers of both for extending
Exterior and Interior
wrote: “An excellent dinner. One of
hospitality.
the Methodist Church at 7 p. m.
solicited taking sweets.
Decorating
the finest I’ve had since I came* to
Hostesses are reminded
that
Expert Workmanship
prompt payment of yearly dues to
Jimmie Favreau, sub-primary pu the UB.A.”
Ceilings Washed and
Reasonable Prices
Mrs.
Rice, treasurer, are very es
BEANO
pil at the Purchase street school is
Whitened
A series of three basketball games
convalescing from scarlet fever at
Joseph E. Clough
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT sential in order lo carry on Club
J
will
be
played
at
Community
IJuild.and
they
rtre
again
requested
work
33 PARK ST., ROCKLAND, MF.
his home on Orange street.
8.15 o’clock
J ing Wednesday night, benefiting the
to be sure to sign-their name on the 14 OAK ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
Write Me and I WiU Call On You
MASONIC TEMPLE HALL
TEL. 1112-M
To the list of chairmen of the American Red Cross. Games will be I Auspices MOTOR COUPS GIRLS paper when paying the fee as re
18*21
18-lt
Knox County Red Cross War Fund i between teams from Thomaston and
lOlFtf quired. More junior hostesses are
campaign, the following names have Rockland High Schools, starting at
been added: Owl’s Heard, Mrs. 6,30 with Junior High boys, followed
Martha Philbrook; Ash Point, Mrs. by High School girls and ending
Theodore Foster and Mrs. Ellena with High school boys.
Fredette; South Thomaston, Mrs.
Robert B. Lunt, recently elected
Carolyn S. Davis; Rockport, Mrs. as superintendent of schools in
Wilma Rhodes.
Rockland and Rockport, is to com- j

District No. 16. I.O.O.F., will meet
Monday night, with Allen V. Saw
yer, district deputy grand master,
in charge. It Is expected that Wil
liam T. Duncan of Lewiston, grand
master Roy Littlefield of Portland,
deputy grand master and Leroy E.
Leonard of Portland, grand secre
tary, will be pr^ent. The district
includes the lodges in Camden, Ten
ant’s Harbor. Vinalhaven
and
Rcckland. Supper, with Mrs. Grace
Jameson in charge, will be at 6 30

“Ray” Sherman
76 Masonic St.,

Rockland, Me.

in
A fast moving, action filled drama

mence his duties April 1. Mr. Lunt;
has been superintendent at Island
Falls, Crystal, Dyer Brook, Merrill,
Moro, Oakfield and Smyrna, the
past two years.
Harold W. Greene has employ
ment at The Samcset Hotel paint
ing and papering which will keep
him busy until June.
Knox Lodge, I.O.O.F., will hold a |
drill meeting for third degree work j
at 7.30 tonight.

A naval craft known as Chinaberry, built at Snow’s Shipyard was
due to have its official trial today.
Oliver R. Hamlin, who has been
firing on the Boston & Maine Rail
road is home recuperating from the
effects of an injury to one of his J
hips.
Carl O. Nelson, tax collector, is
confined to his home by illness. Miss
Anderson Camp Auxiliary, S.U.V.,
Rita R. Smith is employed as clerk
met Wednesday night in Grand
at his office.
Army Hall. The entertainment pro
gram included reading by Mrs. Mae
Cross and a joke and stunt session
conducted by Mrs. Velma Marsh.
Automatic Sealing
Supper, under direction of Mrs.
I Beulah Larrabee, preceded the
BURIAL VAULTS meeting.

The well baby clinic will be held
at the Rockland District Nursing
Association Room, 497 Main street,
Monday from 2 to 4 p. m. At 4
o'clock Dr Brcwn will be present _to
give the toxoid innoculations.

“Concrete and Steel,
Eternal Protection”

.

Rev. Ruth Mathias
Scientific Advisor

and available through all local

undertakers.

Robert C. Burns
485 OLD COUNTY ROAD
TEL. 321-R,

ROCKLAND, ME.

Send FIVE QUESTIONS
$1.00 and STAMPED ENVELOPE
to CONFIDENTIAL LETTER

We welcome your

close to you as the nearest telephone.

inquiries by phone, assuring you at all times that your
orders given in such a manner will receive the expert at

In furniture as«in personal attire the Home maker insists
on fashion beyond everything else . . . fashion that will re
flect her good taste.

We are noted for presenting the best there is in furniture.

See our splendid assortment of Handsome

Custom Built Chairs

“SALUTE
TO THE MARINES”

Many featuring Hair and Moss

(Filmed entirely in Technicolor)

1.44
1.14
LB PKG
POINTS 17c

Telephone or Write for Catalogue

Clinton F. Thomas
OPTOMETRIST
Has

opened an office for

Fitting Glasses at

492 OLD COUNTY ROAD
ROCKLAND. ME.

M.
MONDAY, WEDNESDAY AND
SATURDAY’
PHONE 590-M
81-tf
Hours 2 to 5 and 6 to 8 P.

WEDNESDAY ONY, MARCH 8
Warner Brothers Presents
A Return Engagement
JAMES CAGNEY
HUMPHREY BOGART

riety

of beautifully

Perspiration Resistant.
Spot Resistant.
Stain Resistant.
Water Repellant.

Also on the program

-WOMEN AT WAR”
(In Technicolor)
Story of the WACS
NOTE—Bond Awards Will Be
Made On the Stage to the Stu
dent Winners of Local and Coun
ty Bond Drive Contests.

23

ONLY

The surface, or nap, consists of layers of tiny air cells which produce the
warmth-retaining qualities of the Blanket. The nap is combed up from filling

>

“MAN FROM
MUSIC MOUNTAIN”

|rf^^SUERO^4^

SATURDAY LUNCH, 75c

Special Note:

[tea co.,
' limit quantities.

MX I

yarns which are composed of a mixture of wool and Asiatic cotton which has been
twisted round a core of strong American cotton.

/

THE THORNDIKE
DINING ROOM

TOMATO. GRAPEFRUIT. PRUNE OR PINEAPPLE JUICE
FRUIT CUP
BEEF AND KIDNEY’ STEW’, ENGLISH STYLE
FRIED CANADIAN B ICON, APPLE SAUCE
CHICKEN A LA KING ON TOAST

•x

Only $5.95 Each
•

The response to our ad of last we ek for Mattresses and Box Springs
far exceeded our expectations. We cannot too strongly urge you to
make your Spring selection now while we still have a splendid display
with the choice coverings, wuich

are now so hard to get.

Mattresses from $12.95 to $49.50
In Many Cases Box Springs To Match

ESCALLOPED BEEF, CHATALAND

"

CALVES LTVER AND ONIONS
SLICED TOMATOES

Tel. 662
ROIL

Per Pair
“WARMCREST BLANKETS, 72”x84”

Also on the program
ROY ROGERS
with
Trigger-Bob Nolan and
The Son of the Pioneers
in

9 CLAREMONT ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.

to

Health Processed.

CREAM OF TOMATO SOUP

ISSUE

which

Free from Odor.

“STREET OF CHANCE”

RUSSELL
TUNERAL HOME
Ambulance Service

from

Moisture (mildew) Repellant.

SATURDAY ONLY, MARCH 11
Two Full Length Features
» BURGESS MEREDITH
CLAIRE TREVOR
in

T WEAVE

Coverings

A wide va

NEVA-WET” PROCESSED PILLOWS

“OKLAHOMA KID”

Shows—Matinee 2.30.

Colored

and

choose.

in

Evgs. Continuous from 6.30 p. m.

Fillings,

Cushions Spring Filled, Cotton Felt Covered.

Oil

Filled with Crushed Goose Feathers.
Phone 1168

Tissue

Remember Tfce Burpee Furniture Co. is always as

SERVICE of HEALTH AND
HAPPINESS CLUB PLAN, INC.
P. O. BOX 550, OLD TOWN, ME.
Personal Interview Included
PROMPT REPLY ASSURED
6F28

CANS

OLL

Your
Service...
tention of our capable staff.

Manufactured by Robert C. Burns

SUNDAY-MONDAY, MAR. 5-8
Mctro-Goldwyn-Mayer Presents

Page Three

MASHED POTATOES
SUCCOTASH NATURAL

BOILED POTATOES
JULIENNE BEETS

FRUIT JELLO

CORNFLAKE PUDDING

HOME MADE CAKE
ORANGE SHERBET

ROYAL ANN CHERRIES

BURPEE FURNITURE COMPANY
Established Over 100 Years

“The Home of Better Furniture

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Is Prof. Griffiths Right?

WALDOBORO
ft ft ft ft
MRS ISABEL LABE

Tuesday-Friday1
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Did Hawthorne Have “Mont
pelier” In Mind When He
Whote “House of Seven
Gables?”

Red Cross Asks $200,000,000
To Cover Wartime Needs

Class Honor Parts

Mary Drewett and Natalie
Spear Have Valedictory
and Salutatory At
Warren

VINA

WARREN
ft ft ft ft

MRS.

ALENA L STARRETT
Correspondent

WASHINGTON, D. C.—Confront tremendously. Field directors are
ed with responsibilities of unpre serving in every sizable military
A /S
3'
cedented proportions, as the war establishment and camp through
Tel. 48
Telephone 78
enters its most crucial stage, and out the country, and recreation and
Principal Fred L. Perkins. Jr., has
The World-Famous and weather with a staggering task ahead ln social service workers are located
Mrs. Belle Poland Is a patient at
The Help One Another Circle of
the
post-war
period,
the
American
in
Army
and
Naval
hospitals.
announced
as class honor parts at
INEXPENSIVE BUT EFFECTIVE
Kings
Daughters will meet Monday
Miles Memorial Horpital. Damari beaten House of the Seven Gables, Red Cross opens its 1944 War Fund
One of the most important and Warren High School: Valedictory,
at Salem, Mass., is not the house appeal March 1, confident that th* necessary war-time Red Cross func
night with Mrs. Ella Caler. The
scotta.
American people will respond to tions ha3 been the collection of Mary L. Drewett, daughter of Mr Dorcas Circle cf Kings Daughters
described
in
Nathaniel
Hawthorne
’
s
Miss Ellie McLaughlin has re
human blood for plasma. Thirty-Iand Mrs. Harold I. Drewett; saiuto- will meet Tuesday afternoon at the
the limit of their ability.
turned to Stamford, Conn., after novel. The Pynchecn family, whose
five blood donor stations are now j torf, Nataiie A. Spear, daughter ol home pf Mri. Edna White.
President
Roosevelt,
president
of
passing a week with her mother, collapse is chronicled in the pages the American Red Cross, Norman operating.
•
My. and Mrs. Alvah Spear; first
HERE’S WHAT IT COSTS
every schoolboy studies, is not a H. Oavis, chairman and active head
The Fellowcrait degree will be (
Mrs. Anna McLaughlin.
The dramatic story of the Red honer essay. Ethel M. Wotton,
fictional family as critics have al of the vast organization, and Leon Cross Blood Donor Service, through
conferred Monday night at St. J
Advertisements to this column not to exceed three lines toThe fourth quarterly conference
Fraser, national War Fund chair which thousands of soldiers and daughter of Mrs Leon Wotton; George Lodge, FAM. Supper will
ways assumed.
serted once for 25 cents, two times for 5CI cents. Additional
cf the Methodist Church w.ll be heid
The real House of the Seven man, join in urging the people of sailors have been saved from death, second honor essay, Ruth A. Young, precede the meeting, and to accom- ;
lines five cents each for one time; 10 cents fo
March 8 at 7.33 and vill be con Gabies stands at Thcmaston. Maine this country to help Red Cross began in February, 1941, when the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest |
medate Masons, who will attend the !
NoS<2T AU “Mind
ducted by Rev. Herbert Aldrich ol and the Pyncheon family is actually reach its national objective of Surgeons General of the Army and Young e
town
meeting
that
day,
the
hall
,
ments which require the answer, to be sent to The C •urisr
$200,000,000 because of the vital Navy asked the Red Cross to pro Miss Drewett, valedictorian, has
Augusta, district superintendent.
will be open from 2 p. m. on for a i
the Kncx family—prominent for part it taust play within the next r^nrft1^00!!
OaRtt* office for handling, cost 2* cents additional.
hnn
bl
°°^
156611
active
in
extra-curricular
acPvt Percy Gross has been home 100 years in old New England and twelve months.
social gathering preceding the supmore than 3,700,000 pints of blood '
on a short furlough. He returned to in Maine.
Chairman Davis, ln opening the were collected for the Army and tit ities. She was winner of second ,peri at which games may be played,
EGGS AND CHICKS I LOST AND FOUND
Portland Tuesday.
These are the studied con campaign, will stress the fact that Navy. This year the goal is more prize for two years in the prize
A demonstration of badminton
than
5,000,000
pints.
with
the
decisive
stage
of
the
war
speaking
contests.
She
has
been
Lieut. Gilbert Crowell, stationed clusions of Dr Thomas Morgan
1 will be given Saturday night from
RATION book No. 4 lost. DAVID C.
With major battles of the war active in dramatics having been in '
WE are now booking orders for Sexed MOREY. 30 South St.. City.
at Camp Leonard Wood, Mo., is Griffiths, official historian of the at hand, the Red Cross must as
18»F 20
7
to
8
at
Glover
hall
.
Those
inter

or
Straight
day
old
Rhode
Island
Red
sume a greater burden than ever yet to come, the Army has asked
spending the week with his parents, State of Maine a^d pro’esso- of before, and at the same time must the Red Cross to supply many mil the class one act play each year, ested are invited to be present. Chicks from our Maine U. S. Approved _SMALL bfttt k and white doe
Pullorum Clean Flock. Hatches every Number 38 Talbot Ave., on collar.
Mr. and Mrs Willis Crowell.
’
__________
18-19
history at Co’bj College It was provide aid to servicemen being lions of surgical dressings. American and in the minstrel shews also dur- Article 16 in the town warrant is to Monday. Order early for date prefer TEL 81.
HUGH W
Every Thursday night at 7.3V ’he chance reading ol an item m returned in ever-increasing num men wounded in battle will depend jin€ thal time- For three >Tars she .see if the town will permit the use ence. Telephone 33W
GAS
Ration
Book
B
lost.
RAYMOND
18tf
E CRABTREE. R. F. D. 2. Union.
bers.
acutely on the vast Red Cross ' has been a member of the Student of Glover hall for badminton and LITTLE. Rockland. Me.
there will foe Lenten service.
Hawthorne’s notebooks that gave
Maine.__________________________ 18*F- 20
Red
Cross
operations
over
the
surgical
dressing
production
pro
Council, and served her class as other games that will not damage
Susannah Wesley Society met Prof. Griffiths the idea that the entire world during 1943 have gram.
~~ RATION books 3 and 4 lost RICH
WANTED
ARD L. THOMAS J. MARGARET A .
president her freshman year, vice the property provided said games
Thursday afternoon with Mrs nineteenth-century novelist found dwarfed its activities during the
Numerous other Red Cross home
.
LAWRENCE M JOHN N.. and Wll
operations, such as Prisoner of President ber .sophomore and junior are under supervision satisfactory
LIAM E MOLLOY.
16*F 18
Maude Levensaler.
in Maine the house, the plot, and first two years of war.
HOT water heater wanted, side arm.
—J*——-rf
An even greater burden will be War packaging centers, where more i 3'ears’ and this year as secretary, to t)he selectmen. This article has ANSEL SAUNDERS. Tel. 1103M. 18 19
A daughter was born recently at many of the characters in his
placed on Red Cross services in than a million parcels for war She also been prominent in the been inserted under the sponsorPORTABLE radio wanted for boy
Denison Nursing Heme to Rev. and masterpiece.
' 1ro LET
1944.
prisoners are prepared each month j Press Club, Dramatic Club and the Lhip of the Parent-Teacher Assort- ■' tNeed
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Mrs. Clayton Richard.
not
ln
perfect
order
As the Colby professor explains
Thousands of American men and
FURNISHED roo mto let to working
Maj Frederick G. Payne and Mrs his discovery, it seems that after women are now in Red Cross serv ported by citizen-participation ini
.
ation, in seeking to provide a recre- 117W, MRS. MAURICE LEONARD 18 19
18 19
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ation
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---Payne were in Lewiston Wednesday. "The House of the Seven Gables
ice with C. S. troops at home bases me Kea cross War bund.
.
,
OLDER Woman wanted or woman . TENEMENT opposite Shipyard to let.
So extensive is Red Cross service a rnemoer oi tne girls sott ball J The fuiaj date will be March 10 with one child for housekeeper. MRS Apply to ANTHONY SMALLEY, 96
The following day they left tor Ar was published, divers prominent and overseas. Field directors,
Mechanic St. Tel. 436W.
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PARLOR set wanted. A 1 condition.
ferred from Springfield College to over tiie alleged irreverent and in Mr. Davis asserted.
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Far
jurious treatment cf themselves
SECOND HAND furniture
bought,
BUNCH of Pre war Studio Couches,
also Junk TEL. 314R or WTite P O.
Maj. Freder ck G. Payne, lormer and their ancestors. Hawthorne East, ,Red Cross workers have their share of the responsibility of Student Council her freshman and livery.
seme new, some used, some good, and
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either
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far-reaching
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junior years. She was in the min- |
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recent
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, some no good, lots of used table model
mayor of Augusta and Ella R. Mar was astonished at this reaction and
strel show her senhomore vear and t-v
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i FURNISHED apartment wanted of radios, ovor night case, portable, bat
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arP:
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3
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with
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shall were married Sunday at the denied all of the supposed identi
tery. Electric, like new; two Phil Gas
followed within a very limited able Red Cross to alleviate suffer has been selected an endman for ieo onen. mid rrmmiwinnur
elementary
school
age children.
Write comb..
cream
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and
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home of Mr. and Mrs John H Mil fications of places, incidents and time.
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commissioner,
rrea
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.
star
Route,
ing and pain at home and abroad, the 1944 minstrel. She was winner
enamel, tha white one with oU burn
Miller; third assessor, Curtis Star- 1 Appleton, Maine._______________ 17*19 er. tanks tegulator, ready to use. Very
ler by Rev Frederick Heath They characters. In his notebook he
On the home front, the Red and to carry on its vast military
her junior year of the American rett; fish agent, Percy Bowley; fish'young children wanted to board. nice Ihrge size pot burner oil heater.
were attended by Mr. and Mrs. Mil wrote: “Who would have dreamed Cross ha3 broadened its service welfare service.
gaMge air compressor, with ti-horee
iHstory medal given at the Stud^ij warden, Percy Bowley. Delegates
Me® ^8474 '
t«*i9 power motor, 5-txm floor Jack. 1938
ler and Mrs. Caroline Hodgdon, ctf claimants starting up lor such
OhevrVlet Coupe, first class, 1938 Oldamother of the bride was also pres cn inheritance as the House of the “We Must Face Facts” his talk by stating that his remarks Council banquet, by Principal Pei- ; and alternates appointed to attend '' 1939. i»40. 1941 Chevrolet. Ply- mobllt Coupe, first class, 1934 Chev
were based upon city government, kins, for highest rank earned that the Democratic Convention to be San Earned6 E a^raiLBROok A rolet 2-door, not classed but good, one
ent. Maj Paine entered the serv Seven Gables?”
1938 G B.C
ton truck extra good. I
its
fundamentals and duties and not year in history, her average in that held in Lewiston March 23, are: son, Rockland Tel. 466W__
ic_i8 have a blue, and Ivory enamel stove
lee in the Spring of 1942, and is
This was the clue with which
WILL pay from $7 to $15 each for all with an oil bunuer ln lt, that I will
study 97 percent. She is a member Delegates. Fred Miller, Percy R.
well known in Maine. Mis. Paine is Prof. Griffiths began his research. Carl Moran Gives Straight upon individuals.
marble top tables, depending on size, sell at a real bargain. Does anyone
Rockland's
city
charter,
said
Mr.
of the Press Club and literary edi- Bowley; alternates, Roland Starrett condition and style of them. I also need a wind charger? I have a factory
a beauty shop proprietor in this He soon found that Hawthorne, in
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pay from $5 to $8 each for old parlor n-ade one. somebody ought to need
Moran,
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tor
of the School Paper, “The Tat- and Mrs Shirley Bowley.
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lamps with colored flowers on them, those James-Way wood brooder stoves,
1837 spent his \acation in the State
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Government
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needs
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fact
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Miss Wotton, winner of the first den preacher Sunday morning at FRENCH. 10 High St.. Camden. 16tf one else. I also have a very nfca 60 aero
Twenty-two league members met what Rockland needs is an entirely
at the home of his aunt, Mrs. Annie gusta to Thomaston. Hawthorne's
farm on a good road, that I will
new charter. A fundamental prin
Furniture and Stoves wanted. sell good buimings, electric lights, wa
Richards.
notebook for that year is mostly at the home of Mrs. Frederic Bird ciple of a charter should be a clear honor essay, is president this year the Congregational Church, -will WeUSED
will pay cash or trade for new. ter. hardwood fdoers lumber, wood and
of the Student Council. Active m have as topic, “Awakened Chris- Call 1154. V F STUDLEY, INC., 283
Mr, and Mrs John Dvorak have filled with accounts and descriptions Monday. In the absence of Mrs.
blueberries. Why we have almost every
line
of
demarkation,
should
have
15tf thing here ln Washington, Earl Bcyngone to Connecticut for an extended of the ruined glories of Mont Oliver Holden, president, Mrs. Ho a council which determines all the dramatics the past four years, she tians.” The merning service will be Main St., Rockland.
1941 or 1942 Chevrolet, Ford, or ten has a lot of 1940, '41, and '42
visit and to be near their son. John. pelier, the mansion of Gen. Knox, ratio Cowan, vice president, pre policies of our government. The has ha dpart in the class one-act followed by Holy Communion. The ,I Plymouth wanted. Will pay. $1000
,___ cash , Chevrolet cars. Murdlck Cramer, has
plays during that time, and her evening service will be a union serv- I for low mileage car. Write giving 1| 7 good horses, and plenty ol Gossip
Mrs. Leroy R Folsom of Nor and of the unhappy history of the sided.
ct thn
___ 1 r-n____ u 1 make, year, model, mileage car has besides from the Neighbors, if you
Th© league is tremendously in council members should not be junior year, was endman in the min ice at the Congregational Church, been driven, general condition and need anj-thing let us know. HAROLD
ridgewock, president of the Maine Knox family, fallen from greatness.
elected
from
wards
but
from
ability
with Rev. Henry Beukelman. paster ' your phone number. Address ford, B KALER. Washington, Me. Tel. 5-25.
State Federation cf Women’s Clubs Tiie pitiful shell of former magnifi terested in local government and the to serve as council members re strel show. She played cn the girls’
I8tf
care Courier-Gazette.
8tf Always heme Sundays.
of
the Methodist Church of Cam
soft ball team for two years. She is
announces appo.ntments of two cence and the decay of a proud last City Council meeting was at gardless of ward.
MODERN, 12-room, double tenement
WAITRESSES wanted at Park Street
editor-in-cHief of the school paper, den. the .speaker, his sermon theme, Lunch. TEL. 838R or call at PARK house, for sale. Bux.on Hill. Warren.
district directors to complete unex family affected Hawthorne pro tended by five members.
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13tf Excellent location and condition. One
The
terms
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The proposed active list of study
“Tire Tattler,” this year, and also "World Peace.” Church school will
acre land
Call 01; 'phone after 3 30
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Ycrk Beach will succeed Mrs. Wil lesult of American schemes of
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Miss Young, winner of the second j Warren Grange will serve a public
1941 Paptiac.
Oldsmoblle, Dodge. !
HOUSEHOLD furniture for sale
liam S. Leopard as director ctf Dis aristocracy. It is not 43 years since consideration are: War and Post bers.
Chrysler or Bulck. wanted. Will pay
trict Nine.
There should be no wards in city honor essay, was recently chosen dinner Monday, town meeting day. $1200 cash immediately for low mile KAARLO JARVI, South Union. 18*20
this house was built, and Knox war Planning, curbing inflation,
carts and toys
for the good citizenship i The Parent-Teacher Association age car , Write, giving make, year. forWHEELBARROWS,
Lenten services at the Baptist was in his glory, but now the policies for economic stability, elections. The partisan names of
i.ale
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Republican and Democrat should pilgrimage, auspices of the General meets Tueixiay night at 7.30 at the general condition, and your jjhone Prescott St., Cit.y.
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number. AUTO, enre Courier-Gazette.
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‘ Hawthorne,'’ Prof. Griffiths said, cedures and development of social
WALTER McLEOD, 53
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18tf ; store17*18
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|
At the Republican caucus held | 477 Oon«r«» 3.. rcr.:.M m5“»«
men in power are efficient they can
pictures were shown on the work of history supplied much of the plot between the leal Montpe.ier at government and exercise a strong
remain in office.
Tuesday these candidates were nom"JLx" uc^'bo^ RocWand
C. MORA94 CO . INC.
the Red Cress and final plans were and some of the characters, with Thomaston (now restored) and the' totelligent interest.
16-18
We should study initiative, refer inated: Moderator, Willis R. Vinal; cleaning time with your machine in i------ ---------made for the launching of the drive. due allowance being made, of fictional mansion ln the book. Pro- j a grave fault of governments— endum and recall. If gcod use them; clerk. John Connell; selectmen and poor working condition
is 19 | ,7 ROOM
. ... ----- ---- -Wnl
LADIES Reliable hair goods at Rock sa.e at Wild Cat. St. Georfee on State
Gentleman’s Night sponsored by course, for the coloring and the fessor Griffiths says there are many whether local, State or National— if not throw them out. Investigate overseers of the poor, George W.
land Hair store, 24 Elm St Mali ordt ■ s road, henhouse, brooders, 13-acre wood
Vrlte ELIZABETH BURDICK.
the Woman’s Club was a successful elaboration added by Hawthorne's details of similarity, including
the overstepping of officers re- the theory and then practice it.
Starrett, Ansel M. Hilt, Clifford M. solicited. H C. RHODES. Tel 519J Long /
Cove, M^.
15*18
2 F-tf
architectural matters of size, con garding their duties. The duties of
occasion. There were 75 present and imagination and genius.
In conclusion Mr. Moran insisted Spcir; assessors, Herbert L. Ken-(?°°D home overlooking harbor"
a chicken dinner was furnished by
reatnnC^h'd V°n' n6W Plumblng. Price
a council are legislative to deter- that lt was very necessary to be j niston, Maurice E. Davis; treasurer,
From this point on the Professor’s struction. and condition.
ooabie for quick, sale. Write BOX
WEST WASHINGTON
Meenagha Grange.
The weekly investigation consisted in part of
“Hawthome," states ths Colby mine the policies. The duties of a careful in the drawing up of a' Sidney F. Copeland; road commisj 344. Rockport. Maine.
14*20
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Stanley
Jones
of
meeting of the Club followed, after comparing the plot and characters historian, “when writing ths book, mayor are administrative—to carry chaiter.
sioner, Silas A. Watts; school com
!
for sale, from $10 ud c e
ifSf?3*rc>N' 138 Camden st. Tei'
which Horace Hildreth, president ot of the novel with what could be dis seems to have drawn heavily upon out the policies.
Tea was served Mrs. Jameson mittee. Mrs. Grace Wyllie; tax col South Coventry, Conn., called here —
______________________________ I8tf
the Maine Senate, was introduced covered of the history and charac the atmosphere of the then de-! The Council and Mayor should poured and was assisted by Mrs. lector. Silas A. Watts; fish agent, by the death of her orcther, Wil
desirable property for e&le ln
ettTe
J Hubert
He held the close attention. He was ters of the Knox family in Maine, cayed Montpelier, in particular, m never conflict and confuse their re- I Frederic Bird and Mrs. Caroline George W. Starrett; fish wardens, bur Esancy of Augusta, were over OOULD. ^V
Tel. 2306 or 2170. Camden
night
guests
of
Mr
and
Mrs.
Alton
accompanied by Mrs. Hildreth Mrs. oon parallels became apparent and both the novel, and in the notebook, apective powers; each should be re- Sleeper.
Oscar E. Starrett; town agent,
George W. Starrett. The committee Wellman.
Maxine Wright sang several solos finally dozens of unmistakable re Hawthorne leaned heavily upon the sponsible for their own duties. It
was authorized to fill all vacancies Mrs. Maude Hibbert has returned politan Opera House on his recent
and all pronounced it a most en lations were worked out. All in all adjective “rusty”. Hawthorne not is not the duty of a mayor to ap
EAST FRIENDSHIP
joyable occasion
these parallels make up a large part ed Montpelier as being a “large* point council members.
Mrs. Nelson Sabien and children 35 mav occur between now add the heme from Jefferson where she trip to New York.
Lewiston
has
a
very
successful
rusty-looking
edifice
of
wooc.
”
In
Harvey Post of North Warren was of the 10.000-word report which the
Mrs. Emilie Hobbs has returned
ctf Rockland visited Mr. and Mrs.! ftnnual
meetin«' Chairman of cared for her daughter Hazel.
city
government.
Before
the
city
j
Mrs. Amelia Babb visited Tues-« from a visit with her daughter, Mrs.
a visitor at Mrs. Maude Orbeton’s, Professor, as State Historian of the book, he wrote of the House of
W W. Havener a few davs recently 1 the caucus was WillUta H ^binson
day with Mrs. Cora Deering.
Maine, has been publishing in the the Seven Gables, “The desolate, budget is drawn up, for instanse,
Harleth Davis in North Windham.
Miss Pauline Starrett, R. N.. of and the clerk was Willis R. Vinal.
the
various
appropriation
bills
are
Mr. and Mrs. Trving Powell have
Braising is a popular French “New England Quarterly,” Univer rusty, gusty old house.' Anil again,
The Red Cross sewing meeting
Albion
A.
Holt
studied and combed for four Portland was home over the weekreturned to Grafton, Mass., with v/ill be held tonight at Mrs. Helen
‘familiar in its rusty old age^ ’’
method of ?ooking which can best sity of Maine, at Orono.
what is and is not ,! end.
» The death of Albion A. Holt, 63, their daughter, Mrs Bernice Laffey,
be described as a combination of
“Such parallels.” concluded the months, deciding
As for the characters of the
Wentworth’s.
More workers are
necessary. This takes time but is ' Fred Nord was in Portland Sat- i occurred verys uddenly from heart
needed.
roasting and stewing.
novel, the Professor says that “the Professor, “can be extended to well worth it. Consequently their urday for enlistment in the Navy.' attack yesterday morning at his for a month’s stay.
Mr. and Mrs. John Babb were in
Knox and Waldo families, with many details. For a final example, budget when drawn up is as it i
Nofd will leave for Training home while he was conversing with Augusta Saturday on business.
their Swan and Hounes relations. Hawthorne in 1837 saw hanging in should be
Canada Fights
, Station in 2h days. Charles Curtis his wife and brother-in-law, John
Misses
Betty
Cooley
and
Celia
provide a gallery of interesting per-1one of
desolate roome at Mont
Conditions in Rockland have 'and children of Warren and Mr.' Brown. Mr. Holt had been ailing
s~nages much like the characters of pelier a map of the Waldo Patent, been growing up over a period of and Mrs. Harold Vinal of Thomas- several months but had been able Wellman visited Wednesday in Au
gusta.
the "House of the Seven Gables.”
^nv.K"?*,S«UrV??.rS Sndi many years and are not due to the ton were recent visitors at the Nord io continue his work as night loom
Samuel Waldo and Henry Knox marked off by the General's own present administration. We must home.
fixer at the Georges Mill. ‘
bear sharp, if partial, resemblance hand. In the novel such a map was face facts. Most of our interest in ' Ausain Havener was inducted into
Survivors are his wife, Mattie
IF A COLO nas given you
HOPE
1 or Bronchial Irritations Due To Colds
a miserable sore throat,
to beth Colonel Pyncheon and his a conspicuous wall ornament:
(Brown);
a son, Elwin of WaterDr and Mrs Albert N. Drury ctf
This New Amazing Wav
city
government
has
been
partisan,
the
Army
last
Saturday
and
exhere's how to relieve the
Winthrop.
Mass
,
are
visitors
at
the
I
By
far the largest selling cough medvine;
a
brother,
Erwin;
a
sister,
fictional descendant. Judge Jef
... a map of the Pyncheon There should be a voluntary' cornsuffering.
home
of
Mrs.
Prury
’
s
parents
Mi'
in.»a11 C nada is Buckley s canaMrs
Lois
Barben
otf
Hartland;
and
frey. Perhaps the closest like territory to the eastward, not en- Lpittee of interested citizens organ- ZYOU WOMEN WHO SUFFER FROM^
DO THIS HOW—Melt a small lump
,
, diol Mixture now being made in
four
grandchildren.
of VapoRub on your tongue and
ness appears be:ween the unfor gra^ed, but the handiwork of some
and Mrs. Arthur Harwood.
j US A Compounded from rare Canadlto study city government. Infeel the comforting medication
Cpl. Vinal Hardy, recently trans- Wk’ev\BuSaTnt,,by, a ^-ret proce3fc)
Services will be held Saturday at
tunate Cliffcrd. living his useless skillful oid draftsman, and gro- vestigate the ability and possible
»
j
.
J.
-Buckiey s is entirely different from
slowly trickle down your throat—
3 o’clock from Simmons funeral ferred to the Air Force from the Ski anything else you ever tried It's extra
life in Hephzibah’s house, and tesquely illuminated with pictures efficiency of the candidates. Govbathing the irritated membranes
home, and interment will be in Troopers, has been sent to Toledo, Mot/e0/ a^VhV
—bringing blessed relief where you
James Swan. Jr. who before his of Indians and wild beasts, among eminent should be a career. If the
If you suffer from hot flashes,
weak, nervous Irritable feelings, are
want it, when you want it. •
Hartland, the town of his birth.
marriage to Gen. Knox's daughter which was seen a lion; the natural candidate proves efficient let him
Ohio, to attend Toledo University. b°tt‘e today—take a sip or two then
a bit blue at times—due to the func
swallow slowly, instantly you feel Its
DO THIS TONIGHT — Rub throat,
tional "middle-age” period peculiar
frittered away years of idleness at history of the region being as little remain in office indefinitely. All of
Mrs. Margaret Robbins has been P°wer£ul effective action spread
to women—try Lydia E. Plnkham’s
chest with VapoRub. Its long con
throat, head and bronchial
pects to leave for Camp shortly,
Vegetable Compound to relieve such
Montpelier, spared the necessity of known as its geography, which was this reverts back again to the citiconfined to her bed a week with thrsugb
tinued poultice-and-vapor action
tubes. Coughing spasm eases. Right
symptoms. It helps nature! Follow
toil.
loosens phlegm,9 relieves uiivauvss
irritation,
j Several friends of Roscoe Mar grippe.
a*ay it loosens up thick choking
put down most fantastically awry.” zens' attitude.^ Only a small perlabel directions.
eases coughPhilip Wentworth attended the fr.h^mX’" b^Tathl’^^easVeT^At
shall gathered Sunday for a chop
The parallels of circumstance be —William H. Clark in the Chrtetian centage are interested
LYDIA
E.
PINKHAM'S
8SRSS5
Lig, invites
tween tiie Knox history and the Science Monitor.
>er» "11 Trwwtore" at the Metro- ! 5<3rn<‘r Uujk store and all first ciasa
j Smce 1933 Portland has had the
- I ping bee.
VapoRub
restful sleep.
drug stores.
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|rar Studio Couches,
« d. some good, and
ot used table model
case, portable, batnew; two Phil Gaa
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mu- with oil burn, to uae. Very
burner oil heater,
-soi with ■i-horee
>n floor Jack. 1938
Irst class. 1988 Olda’
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a? ed but good, one
I ti i k extra good. I
I', ery enamel .stove
In lt. that I will
;gam. Does anyone
'I have a factory
xjv ought to need
:l brooder stoves,
-I used, fumi
n' used by sornee a very nlc» 60 acre
r ad. that I will
electric lights, was lumber, wood and
e have utmost everyhlngton. Earl Boyn1940, 41, and '42
urdlck Cramer, has
plenty of Gossip
Neighbors, if you
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gton. Me. Tel. 5 25.
lays.
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and condition. One
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began September 1st, 1943, and goes
1 tc March 7, 1944. which is the date
of the legular examination. This
j part prepares the trainee for the
entrance examination
The second part of the course
begins abcut March 10, 1944, and
runs to June 28. 1944. fcr these
candidates found qualified for ad
mission to the West Point Mili
tary Academy.
This course is
planned to help candidates pre
pare fdr success in the academic
work cf the first year at the Acad
emy. The military instruction will
be kept to the minimum, because
of the thorough instruction the
men will get at the Academy. Apixiintees desiring this training may
submit requests to their immedi
ate commanding officers for trans
fer to the various schools.
Members of the Navy, Marine
Corps. Coast Guard, who have apIH/intments to the Military Acad
emy at W“St Point, and who are
discharged lor ihe purpose cf re
ceiving preparatory training, will
be enlisted in the Army in the
grade of private at any Army
recruiting station. Applications for
such enlistments must be made and
filed within fifteen days of the dis
charge.
Army personnel who hold letters
of appointment to one of the other
service Academics, such as Navy cr
Coast Guard and who meet the
physical requirements for the
Academies, will be discharged from
the Army on written request. They
must apply within 15 days after dis
i charge fcr enlistment in the serv
ice which maintains the Academy
to which they were appointed.
Candidates who are outside conti
nental United States will be re
turned ori written request.
Candidates who are on inactive
status in the Army Enlisted Re
serve Ccrps are not eligible to re
ceive the preparatory instruction
until they are called to active duty
under their reserve enlistments.
Civilians who are eligible may repert to their respective local board
fcr voluntary induction.
When
candidates enter the Army, they
will be transferred to the proper
school
for
their
preparatory
training.
The competitive examination for
nomination to West Point and
Annapolis for the 1945 classes will
be given July 29, 1944. Any one
desiring to compete fcr the appoint
ment front the Second District
should write me this Spring or
early Summrc.
The greatly enlarged Merchant
.- I
'
* # * *
•
Marine which we have built as a
Tomatoes were cultivated in Mex- i The War Department has set up part cf the war effort means that
ico and Peru for centuries before a special curriculum for academic we need a great many more men in
the arrival of the Spaniards.
i instruction. One part of the course the sea-service, and I shall be glad
to send information about Mer
chant Marine training to any
young men in my Distict who are
interested. I hone that after the
war our Merchant Marine will be
kept cn the sea lanes of the world
and not allowed to drop down.

Washington. March 1—Every one
Mrs. Muriel Lane and Miss Phyllis who comes back frem overseas
Black entertained the Farm Bureau praises the nurses, beth Army and
Mcnday at the heme of Mrs. Lane Navy, and Maine service men and
with 19 members attending. Din wemen say the same thing. That
ner was served. Miss Joyce John- ir v.hy I feel so strongly that nurses
eon, county agent was present and should have rank in their services.
In the Navy they do have rank
Mrs. Ida Libby was guest.
but in the Army, only relative
Mr. and Mrs. James Barton are
.
r
-i
,,
u.
i
r£nk
—that is, they are treated as
at the home of their daughter Mrs.
,,
.
. .
„ . officers, but actuaJy are not. MeasJames Howard in Ashaway, R. I.,
,
J
,
.
ures are almost complete to give
and later will visit their son James
them rank, however.
Springfield, Mass.
In both Army and Navy, the
Mr.s. Cleo Shields has returned nurse corps is independent of WAC
from a visit of several days with or WAVES. The WAVES have a
friends in Rockland.
nursing ccrps cf th.ir cwn. The
The Antique Club met Monday Public Health Service also has a
with Mrs. C.yde McIntosh lor an Student Nursing Corps, s^tarau
all day session. Dinner was served. from the Army or Navy.
In the Navy there are both Regu
Those present were Mrs. Lcdie Has.(ii, Mrs. Verne Young, Mrs. Flos- lars and Reserves. The Regulars
n Williams and Mrs. Josephine Me- beg.n with a three year appoint
ment, entering as Ensign- and are
Donald.
Mrs Helen Johnsen of Worcester, eligible for promotion to, but net
Mass., is guest of her mother, Mrs. above Captain. The reserves are
available fcr duty in time of war
Leslie Stinson.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Peterson of ot emergency. Entrance ard pro
Boston are visiting Mr Peterson’s motions of Reserves are the same
^•aren'., Mr. and Mr.s. A A. Peter- as for Regulars in time cf war.
In the Army, in time of-war, en
son.
listments
are for the duration and
Arnold Barton S. 2c. US N , who
six
months
thereafter, entrance as
has been .‘pending a ®wo weeks
Second
Lieutenant.
Promotions
leave here, has returned to Sampon, N Y. Mrs. Barton accompanied may be tc grade cf Colonel.
Letter^ have come to me from
Jinn to Rockland.
nurs ts in Somerset County saying
Miss Caroline Calder of Belmont,
Mass, and Mis., Eva Amiro of Wal that they hope the bill to give ac
tual lank to Army nurses will betham. Mass., were weekend guests;
I ccme law because nurses have con
at the home
t of Mr. and Mrs. Merle tributed so much to the welfare of
Tolman.
(ur sens and brothers and bus
Ivan Nickerson lias returned to
bands not omy in this war, but in
Middletown. Conn., after a short ; ether wars ami the
nurses deserve
visit with his parents. Mr. and Mrs.
ix-rmanenit rank
Roy Nickerson. Mr. Nickerson was
^icaker at the evening service at
Now that we are drafting boys
'union Church Sunday.
af the age cf 18. we find that prac
Mrs Clyde McIntosh is guest of tically all of the young men to
Mr. and Mrs E M. Hall at the hr«ne whom Members of Congress would
of Mr. and Mr.s. Ronald Gillis, give appointments to the Military
North Haven.
or Naval Academies are already in
Mrs. Richard Heaiey returned some service.
Monday from New York after a stay
Officers, warrant officers and
of several weeks with Sgt. Healey.
enl.sted men who may be appoint
Mrs. Betty Barton, who has been ed as principal or alternate to the
guest of h#r sister. Mrs Frieda Bar- I Academles
be transferred to
ton and Mrs. Florence Gross, has preparatory schools. The Naval
leturned to Spiingfleld, Mass.
| Academy Preparatory School is at
Services will be held Sunday at Bainbridge, Maryland. The Army
the Latter Day Saints Church i bas several, including Amherst,
Sunday School at 10 a. m. Prayer 1 Mass., Lafayette University at
service at 11; evening service et 7 I Easton Penn.; Cornell University
o'clock when Floyd E. Young, min- at Ithaca, New York.
ter wiill take as subject of his
Amherst takes enlisted men; La
sermon, “The Gospel Dispensa fayette. Congressional and honor
tions.”
I schccl appointees; Cornell. United
Miss Betty Dearborn of New Lon States at large aim Presidential
don. Conn., is guest of Mr. and Mrs I candidates and candidates authorC C Webster.
1 ized under Act of Congress.
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(Persons now engaged in essential indusatry will not be
considered)
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HORIZONTAL
1-Sciences
5-Ship of the desert
10-Makes a mistake
14- Cauterize
15- Fall irto line
16- Profound
1.'-lsland group in the
Pacific
19- GiH’s name
20- Prefix. Below
21- Pertaining to the
planet Uranus
23- One of the British
sles (abbr.)
24- Higt card
26- Te--mination denot
ing vocation
27- Large deer
28- Grow smaller
32-Makes laborious
research
34— Man's name
35- Russian title
37- Body of 'salt water
38- .-abled demon
39- Steerec wildly
(Naut.)
41-Abstract (abbr.)
44-Thrce (Ital.)

46- Time period
47- Entreaty

48- Small pincers
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Earn While You Learn—Apply In Person
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SHADOW-G1KL.

Points/

18-year Rochester, Mii.n., beauty,
became the screen's first shadowgirl when her silhouette was ex
ploited
in
RKO Railic's “Ihe
Ghost Ship.”
And now, above,
Shirley is a bridesmaid in ‘'Higher
and Higher,” filniusicai starring
Michele Morgan. Jack Haley und
Frank Sinatra.
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SEARSMONT

Mrs. Tracy Smith, Miss Barbara
Smith, and Mr. and Mrs. Percy
Thompson and sons. Everett and
Deroid, all cf Belfast, were recent
callers on Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Aldus.
Mrs. Frank Br.vant was a recent
As To Bland Lard
visitor in Wrentham, Mass., called
by the death c< her brother in-law
Remarkable New Advantages Alanson G. Bryant. Mrs. Bryant
also visited at the home of her
Now Available To tne
nephey and niece. Mr. and Mrs
Housewives
Gilbert Peakes, in Weston, Mass.
The annual budget meeting, in
Lard—oldest of -all shortenings—
preparation
for the Town Meeting,
is taking a new step forward, pro- ;
viding gcod news to the nation’s *ix I March 13, was held Tuesday at the
Grammer School.
million farm families, most of who.n ! Mrs. Ernest Ratten and infant
I
raise hogs. Leading the parade ;s j daughter, Emily, came home reBland lard, a versatile new product ! cently frem the Bradbury Memregarded by fcod scientists as be- jial He pital in Belfast,
ing the most important lard de- ' The Men's Division of the local
velopment in half a century." Farm Bureau held its annual planCredit fcr development of the ne \ J ning meeting Feb. 25 at the home of
Bland lard goes to re earch chemi ts lra Packard. Fred Webster, the
of Swift & Company w ho spent len > ccunty agent, was present,
years in perfecting the product.
Qpj Howard Holmes visited his
Bland Lard is now being intro- grandmother. Mrs. Ella Wentworth,
duced in this territory at a numcei recently while on furlough from his
of lecture and demonstration meet military duties at Camp Pickett, Va.
ings by Martha Lcgan. Home Econ
Mis. Harold Marriner and daugh
omist, Swift & Company. Chicago, ter Jean of Belmont were callers
and is endorsed by Willard P. G.av. Sunuay cn their mother and grand
manager of the local Swift & Com mother, Mrs. Minerva Packard.
pany plant.
Layman’s Sunday was observed
By the addition cf minute quan
at
the Community Methodist
tises of a vegetable material, known
Church Feb. 27, with this program'
as gum guaiac. it has been found to
protect lard’s natural advantages Call tc' worship; opening hymn. *‘T
and at the same time to keep it love Thy Kingdom, Lord;” Apostles’
fresh when the lard is exposed to Creed; prayer, by Mrs. Mabel Cobb;
air without refrigeration. The dis responsive reading, led by Wyman
covery is regarded as important not Drinkwater; The Gloria;
Scripture lesson, John 15:1-14,
only to the hog producers, but also
lead
by Mrs. Josephine Aldus; hymn
to all housewives, grocers and meat
“
Glorious
things cf thee are spoken."
dealers.
> Dr. H. E. Robinson, head of the basic Scripture lesson, Mrs. Etta
nutrition division of Swift & Ocm- J Marriner; address, ‘‘The Church at
pany’s Research Laboratories in its Best," Harold Cobb; closing
'Chicago, said that the tiny amount hymn, “O. Master, let me walk with
af gum guaiac added to the lard
protects it from the effects of
oxygen in the air and also protects
the linoleic acid constituents, which
are essential to gcod health and
normal development.
Martha Logan said, "Bland Lard
has been welcomed by home-makers
wherever introduced. The quali
ties of lard—high shortening power,
high digestibility, high energy value
and high plastic range—combined
with the good qualities of shorten
ing—tasteless, odorless, creamable,
°'t5 Sf'
high smoke point—make this new
Bland lard a leader in the shorten
ing field today.”
Miss Logan will address Rockland
iiEiPBrn®
High School students and will ap
IBM) BY no
pear at today’s Rotary meeting.
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The meeting scheduled for Sun
day at the home of Hilma Niemi,
has been postponed.

Africa is the original home of the
watermelon. The enthusiasm of
the jungle natives for the melon
is shared by the animal kingdom.
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70

72

73

15c

BAKED BEANS

FINAST COLDEN CREAM STYLE-,J P'S

CORN

2?,SZ13‘

FINAST WHOLE KERNEL-8 POINTS

CORN

l2„2z13'

RICHMOND FANCY RED RIPE-10 PTS

'?,SZ12‘

TOMATOES
FINAST SLICED-2 PTS
FINAST-2

ij|C

16 OZ
JAR

BEETS

12‘

pts

TOMATO JUICE '{,^6*
Values
RICHMOND-Fancy Cut Green oi Wax

String Beans 2

tins2

29c

FLORIDA-Swee'ened or Natural

Grapefruit Juice 4fi? 31c
Fruits and Vegetables

CABBAGE
Jfi c

NEW TEXAS
NOW PLENTIFUL
RECORD CROP

LB

«

NATURAL COLOR-SUN RIPENED
RICHER FLAVOR—BABIJUICE

ORANGES
DOZ

216 SIZE

33

FRESh TEXAS

3

SPINACH

Buy War Bonds and Stamps

t»s 30c

EXTRA LARCE 80

GRAPEFm|T 3

for

J5c

CALIFORNIA ICEBERC

2 S 19c

LETTUCE

OLD HOMESTEAD-U S MAINE Ne '

POTATOES 15 BAC 57c
SWEET TENDER

LCE

2

CARROTS

BCHS

**

14c

QUALITY

COOKED HAMS
READY TO EA1

NATIVE

FRESH
EGGS
CRADE A-FROM
NEARBY FARMS

LARGE
SIZE

BUTT END 7 PIS
SHANK END 5 PTS LB

DOZEN

*

VERTICAL (Cont.)
51-Article of furniture 12- Ae< of selling again
13- Slaps *'he buttocks
(PD
18-Persia
53- Record (abbr.)
22- Greek war god
54- Perceive
23- Combining form.
56- Sap of trees
dea
57- A dry measure
25-Literary composition
(abbr.)
29- Undertakers
58- Aromatic see<
30- River in France
60-Elevate
31- Caused to turn to
63- Short blast oh a
the left in driving
horn
33-Jumps
64- Expanding
36-Erects
68- Eagle
40-Gloomiest
69- Same as Elijah
42- Snakes
70- Man's name
43- A lesson
71- Grate
72- Charge with a debt 45-lrish Gaelic
48- One given to
73- For fear that
trifling talk
VERTICAL
49- Girl’s name
50- Planted
1- Serpent
2- Reemploying
52-Extend over
3- Trinity (abbr.)
55-Magistrate of
4- Same
ancient Rome

“ 29c

BEST CENTER CUTS-8 POINTS

PORK CHOPS

«35c SAbViON

HURRY, BUD?

GOES ON THE AIR OVER
WGAN_ _ AT IO P.M.

BONED. ROLLED IF DESIRED-3 PTS

5- Cubic extent
6- High mountain

7- One thousand two
8- Languor of spirits
9- Looked slyly

Id-Paradise

11-Capable of being
eased

59-Walk

61- lmage
62- View
65- Related by blood
66- A peorle of
Indo-China
67-Obtalned

V.V« *'<•••.

27c MOLASSES
39c

SPARE RIBS

« 24c

SAUERKRAUT

2 »?5c

COD FILLETS
SMELTS n. i size

3GC
u 22c

New York Philharmonic
3:00 p. m.
The Pau» That Refreshes
4:30 p. m.

Star turf I to

WGAN
NIGHT

TIN Z

560

DIAL

We, the People—7:30 p. m.

Crime Doctor—8:30 p. m.

"'MAINE'S VOICE of
FRIENDLY SERVICE”

1 LB
I BAGS
Ground Just When You
Buy It—That's the Way to
Cel Fresh Coffee

29.

14>/2OZ1QC
BOT ■ #

LUX

^Qt

TOILET SOAP

3

BARS

LUX
SOAP FLAKES

TlM *y c

ASSORTED FRUITS and VEGETABLES
TO HEAR
MVSURCBJ
SUNDAY

3-LB

PKC
CRANDMA'S FANCY LIGHT

—• •••—

-•iXWX-.V.

TIN

25c MACARONI

LAYER SLICED-CRADE A
BACON 4 POINTS LB
i POINT PER POUND
'

LIBBY'S
BABY FOODS

6 OZ

WHITE SPRAY

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)

• • • •'.•jrXr-*

1113

LIGHT CRMED

« 2Sc TUNA rISH

PICNICS

HAMBURG

"take it or leave it"

l-nifen VulueM
RED ALASKA

LEAN SHOULDERS-2 POINTS

FRESH CROUND-7 POINTS

what's the

-

PORK LOINS

LAMB FORES

b7

69

FINAST OVtH 3AKED-10 PTS

5 POINTS.PER POUNG

GEORGES RIVER ROAD

In Packages and Tea Bags

\

If';

STONINGTON
Mrs. Cora Davis of Mountainville
is caving for Mrs. Ncwall Eaten who
has recently returned from the
Eastern Maine General Hospital in
Bangor.
Evangeline Knowlton is employed
at the telephone office.
Elwyn Joyce went recently to
Fort Devens.
Joseph Gott and Mrs. Daisy Con
way have returned home after two
weeks' vacation.
George Lemoine who has been ill,
is able to be out again.
Mrs. Arthur Billings received word
Saturday that her son, Toivia Wybergs who sailed from the West
Coast abcut Dec. 14 had arrived
safely overseas.
Andrew Gove and family have
moved into one of Fulton Weed’s
rents.
i Mrs. Paul Brown
substituted
Thursday at the school and last Fri
day for Mrs. Dorothea Duntcn who
was ill.
Mr.s Nellie Spear of Brooklin is
visiting her sister Mrs. Elizabeth
Murphy.
Mrs. Dorothy Judkins is guest of
hei brother, in Winthrop, Mass.
Natalie Eaton and Dawn Pierce
have returned from visiting friends
in Portland.Dorothy Lemoine is able to be out
alter recent illness.
Mrs. Georgia Welch nas re
turned from Dexter where she was
called by the death of her sister,
Mis. Josephine Carr.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Judkins and
family are here from New Haven.
Irving Murch and Harlan Mayo
passed the weekend at their homes
in Bangor and Brewer.
Mrs. Laura Ogilvie is employed at
the Mid-Town Cafe.
•
Harrison Toothaker and Frank
Heath have returned to their work
at the ,-hipyard, after a week’s va
cation.
i Mr. and Mrs Harold Small were
in Ellsworth Saturday on a busi, nos trip.
Janice Wagner is employed at
j Clifford Eaton’s.
Marie Buckminster is home from
. Portland where she has had em
plcyment.
*
Kimball Shephard was home
from Quincy over the week-end.
George L. Arey died Feb. 19 In
the sanitorium at Fairfield where
he had been a patient 14 weeks. Mr.
Arey was born in this town Nov.
28. 1890, sen of Fred and Emily
Rich Arey. Surviving are his wife,
Sylvia; a daughter, Mrs. Marguerite
Robbins; a son, Ivan; a hall-sister,
Mrs. James , Stinson, all of this
! place; three half-brothers, John and
I Frank Gross cf Malden, Mass., Ed
win Gross of Piittsfield, N. H., and
six grandchildren. The funeral was
held in the Methodist Church, Rev.
J Stanley Gravel officiating. Burial
was in Weed cemetery.

fIBBBISB TOBR

37

36

35

56
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Work Under Ideal Conditions In a Daylight Factory

celling cough medis Buckley s CANAbelng made in
from rare Canadla secret process)
‘1\ different from
er tried. It's extra
entle and mild for

Mrs. Clara Grade, William Grade
and Mary Gracie spent Sunday at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Allen
Young in East Union. The birth
days of Mrs. Grade and |Mr. Young
were celebrated and attractive gifts
and birthday cakes were received by
both.
Alford Wiley has been confined to
the house several days with the
grippe.
Donald Kenniston made a week
end business trip to Massachusetts.

Answer to this puzzle on Page Eight

EXPERIENCED OR LEARNERS

ions Due To Colds
lazing Way

NORTH WARREN

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSSWORD PUZZLE
1

Thee;” benediction, Rev. Mary
A Gospel song service was held Gibson.
Tuesday night at the home of Mr
and Mrs. Howard Staples.
Mr. and Mrs. Raphia Smith have
returned home after two months’
vacation on the mainland.
4 The Women's Society of Christian
Service mfct Thursday at the home
of Mrs. Cleveland Trask.
Herman Staples has had electric
lights installed in his home. Ernest
Smith doing the work.
Miss Mary Colbert has been home
during vacation from her studies at
the Southwest Harbor High School.
Pvt. and Mrs. Wesley Staples
have been v.siting their parents
here while the former was on fur
lough.
Carleton Joyce has had a new
engine installed in his boat.
Mrs. Hazel Staples has been sub
stituting for Mrs Amy Staples in
-001*7.
the Atlantic School this week while
her son. Pvt. Wesley Staples, was
pOHiTj^i
Shirley O’Hara, here.
LOW

SWAN'S ISLAND

WEST WALDOBORO
Mrs. Erma Winchenbach is visit
ing Mrs. Harlow Genthner
Arthur Genthner. son of Mr. and
Mrs. Irvine Genthner. is hospital
ized with “trench feet” somewhere
in Italy.
Mrs. Clyde Hilton and daughters
Althea and Barbara and Mrs. Alton
Winchenbach were recent Portland
visitors.
Mrs Myrtle Wincapaw has re
turned from Massachusetts.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Merchant ol
Bath visited Sunday with Mr. and
Mrs. Arnold Standish and Mrs.
Lillie Standish.
Hazel Murray of Massachusetts
has been passing a week with Mrs.
Florence Grover.
Pfc. Leon Winslow of Fort Leon
ard Wood, Mo., is spending a fur
lough with his mother, Mrs. Ethel
Winslow.
Mr. and Mrs Arthur Fitzgerald,
daughter Joyce and son Ernest have
been in Middletown, Conn., where
they attended the commencement
exercises at Wesleyan University.
Their son, William, was a member
of the graduating class.
Edward McGrath and
Aftdn
Feltis were visitors Thursday and
Friday in Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Kaler have
received a cablegram announcing
the safe arrival overseas of their son
Benjamin Kaler.

§ti/l

16*1-8

tate Heaterola Oil
Ine-'.r.ch ABC hum
an 425 Main St.,
IOR.VN CO.. INC.
__________ 1&-18
and furniture for
it Oeorfte on State
'dets. 13-acre wood
YBETH BURDICK.
________ 15*18
verlooklng harbor,
plumbing. Price
sale. Write BOX
'•e
14*20
from $io up C E.
lamden St.
Tel.
_________ 18tf
jerty for sale ln
state. J. HERBERT
'or 2170. Camden

This would mee.n a permanent ca
reer for young men who like the
sea.
There is one training school in
Maine, at Castine, which is Statesponsored, assisted by federal
funds. Information may oe had
directly oy writing to Training Or
ganization, United States War
Shipping Administration. Little
Theatre
Building,
Washington,
D C.

wfc

tl heater for sale,
k!9 Chevrolet sedan.
In St., Thomaston.

___
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MED
PKCS

in
I/

LARGE
PKG.

23‘

SWAN
FLOATINC SOAP

3

LARCE
BARS

QC

331 Main St., Rockland
PARKING FOR SHOPPERS IN REAR OF STORE

11, subject "Looking Backward and
Living Forward.” Anthem ‘ Thy
Not Mine,” by Stairs. . Sacrament
of the Lord’s Supper win follow the
morning sendees . Evening services
at 7, will be in charge of the Wom
en’s Mission Society. Topic, "The
Joy of Work ” Epwcrth League
at 6.15.
Baptist Sunday school at 9 45,
morning servise at 11, subject,
"Music and Worship.” A dedica
tion service for the new hymn bocks
will consist cf four congregation

THOMASTON
GLADYS O. CONDON
Correspondent

Z\

Jean Crie First

Strand Theatre, Sunday, Monday, Tuesday

Won Valedictory In Thomas
ton High School Gradu
ating Class

WAR BONDS

AND SO ON-

FAR INTO THE
NIGHT!

Ti

gets the consensus of the meeting before the voting— though it
takes all night!
Our newspapers are run in much the same manner. As “town
meeting*' for candidates at election time; as “moderator" to

town, state or national controversies; our policy (like that of other

Maine newspapers) is to be not only the first paper out with the
story, but the first paper out with both sides of the story!

SABOTEUR

Keep Record of Sick
An accurate, written daily record
Every food caAthrown of everything that concerns a sick
away is a saboteur of * person should be kept. The infor
our war effort. Remove mation on it serves as a guide in
labels, wash and flat the doctor's conclusions and recom
ten used food cans. mendations. It provides a definite
Put in separate con place for his instructions. Through
tainer next to your its use, misunderstanding can be
trash can. Save for prevented when more than one per
local pickup.
son is helping with the patient's
c«pc.
The Greek. Athenaeus, mentioned j
sixty-two different varieties oi
Buv War Bonds and Stamps
bread known among the ancients

10
50
08
72
00

TRANSCONTINENTAL INSURANCE
COMPANY
NEW YORK, N. Y.
Assets. Dec. 31. 1943
Stocks and Bonds.
$3 823.351 47
Cash in Office and Bank. 1 035 858 90
Aeents' Balances,
303.172 74
Bills Receivable.
3.393 65
Interest and Renta
13 239 05
All other Assets,
9.393 06

Gross Assets.
$230,839 40
Deduct items not admitted.
4 500.00

Grass As-eK
$5,188 408 87
Deduct items not admitted. 201.426 63

$226,339 40
Admitted.
Liabilities, Dec. 31. 1943
$ 24 680*96
Net Unpaid Losses.
14.363 34
All other Liabilities.
100.000 00
Cash Capital.
78 864 10
Surplus over all Liabilities.

$4 986.982
Admitted
Liabilities, Dec. 31. 1943
$ 116.757
Net Unpaid Losses,
638,633
Unearned Premiums,
390 990
All other Liabilities,
1 000.000
Cash Capital.
Surplus o\er all IJabilltie , 2 790.601
Total Liabilities and Sur
$4,986,982
phis.

BOSTON’ CASUALTY COMPANY
52 Province St.
Boston 9. Mass.

Portland press jHerii i>
PORTLAND EVENING E TRESS
Portland Sunday (Telegram
.

"TIIE TOWN MEETING NEWSPAPERS .*/ MAINE"

“The Golden Gift”

E A CHAMPNEY
Correspondent
ftftftft

KEEP ON

ness of mind aijd his equable disposition. hc*ll see to it that lie

without plenty of potatoes, and
the war food administration re
assures us on this score, by
Oregon Editor Goes Into it known that our national plight
is too many potatoes. Er—is the
Rhapsodies Over the Vege war food administration certain
table We Call “Spud”
about that?

ROCKPORT

J

Principal Horace P Maxey An
nounced Wednesday these gradua
Joseph Paquin has resumed hts
tion honors for the class of 1944,
duties as clerk in the office of the
Thomaston High Shoot: Valedic
Maine State Prison after two
tory, Jean Edith Crie; salutatory,
months’ absence because of illness.
Marilyn M. Maloney; honor essays,
Mrs. Wendell II. Fifield, who has
Audrey Margaret Simmons and
been visiting Mrs. Hilda Keyes and hymns, “Rejoice Ye. Pure In Heart;’’
Eleanor
Kay Nelson.
Miss Gladys Doherty for several “O Love That Wilt Not Let Me Go;’
Jean Crie is the daughter of Mr.
days, has returned to Old Saybrook, “Great Is Thy Faithfulness” and “In
Heavenly Love Abiding.” At 5 45. and Mrs. Oscar Crie 33 Beechwoods
Conn.
street. She has taken the college
Mrs. Clayton Stewart is ill with teachers’ training class and Chris
course. In addition to her out
influenza at her home on Knox tian Endeavor meeting. Evening
subject. "From Slaves To Sons standing record as a student she has
street.
__
. ...........
. ......
Beta Alpha will
meet
Monday. There will be special music by a been captain of the girls’ basketball
night at the Baptist parsonage, with ' voice group under the leadership of team, president of the Glee Club
I _
—.
___hie andby rrmmprpial
CTliiih troasurer
Paul- Simpson,
assisted
his J and Commercial
Club,nf treasurer of
Mrs. H. W. Flagg as hestess.
The Mission Circle will meet mother, Mrs. Ada Simpson. This | the Senior Class, art editor of the
Claudette Colbert and Fred MacMurray in “No Time For Love”
Tuesday afternoon at the home of beys’ group will have a guitar ac- , “Sea Breeze” and a member of the
Mrs. Leona Wilson. It will be a companiment. Monday night the National Honor Society. Miss Crie
plans to enter college in the Fall.
combined work and study meeting. junior choir rehearsal.
Army Carries Salvage
Marilyn Maloney is the daughter
A combined senior and junior
Culture and Artistry
CAMDEN
Work to Battlefield
i cf Mr. and Mrs. Melville Maloney ot
choir rehearsal will be held Tues
The Baptist Ladies' Circle served South Cushing. She was president
The American army service forces
day night.
a
public
supper Wednesday. House I cf her class in the Junior year, local
salvage
work never lets up—even
Mrs. Wallace Feyler and children
MISS NELLIE AMES
keepers were Mrs. H. W. Flagg, editor of the "Sea Breeze,” promi- )
on the battlefield.
Peggy and Richard, who have been
Correspondent
Battle, and conditions attendant to
Mrs. Willis Spear. Mrs. Alfred nent in public speaking and dra
z\ zx zx
visiting her mother, Mrs. Elmus A
battle, causes breakage and reduc
Strout, Mrs. Donal Thompson and matics and a member of the Na
Morse for several days, have re
tion of much materiel to junk; but
Tel. 2340
Mrs. Horace Maxey.
a great deal of it can be reclaimed,
tional Honor Society. Miss Maloney
turned to Everett, Mass., accom
A birthday cake made by Miss will enter New York University in
panied by Mrs. Foger Morse, who
Daniel R Yates and Sadie H and no small amount of enemy
equipment is turned to good use
Martha Jones was presented to September.
will visit her.
Eugley were guests Saturday of Mr. against the former owners.
Mrs.
Charles
Singer
by
the
presi

Mass Marie Clark was guest of
Audrey Simmons is the daughter and Mrs. Ira M. Eugley of Noble
Worn shoes, canvas, baskets,
honor Monday night at a party dent of the circle, Mrs. H. H. New of Mr. and Mrs. Norman B. Sim boro.
boxes are repaired and used again.
given at the hoi .e of Mrs. Roy Wal bert.
mons, 17 North street. She is edA St. Patrick’s Day dance, spon Shells, remnants of tanks, propellor
An after-supper program, replete j itor-in-chief of the "Sea Breeze,” sored by the nursing staff of Com blades, rubber tires, steel—all are
lace. Those invited were Mrs.
Lilla Ames, Mrs. Blanche Vose, Mrs. with artistry and cultural interest secretary cf the Glee Club, vioe munity Hospital will be held March piled in a compound, and as soon as
the pile gets large enough, it goes
Albert Welch, Mrs. Earl Hyler, Mrs. was announced by Dr. Flagg, thus: president of the Commercial Club 17 in the Opera House.
back to the United States for proc
Roy Bell, Mrs. Kenneth Crute, Mrs "Tendre Aveu” (Schult), "Valse and a member of the National Honor
Mrs. Roxie * Whitehouse is ill at essing, eventually coming back to
Roland Hahn. Mrs. Orrin Wads Bril'Sante (Mana-Zucca) by Miss Society.
hit the Axis.
her home on Mountain street.
worth, Mrs. Henry Melquist, Mrs. Marjorie Cushing, pianist; "SylveThe government is doing every
Eleanor Nelson, daughter of Mr.
At the Grange card party last
thing possible to save money and
Lyle Townsend. Mrs. Hazen Oook, lin” (Sinding), “Mifanwy (Forster) and Mrs. Elmer Nelson of 18 High
week first prize went to Mrs. Luella shipping space, and tb repair mate
Mrs. Dana Sawyer, Misses Gwendo by Miss Margaret Simmons, so street, has recently been elected
Tuttle; second was a tie between riel, where possible, so that it can
lyn Barlow, Joyce Whitehill and prano, with Mrs. Grace M. Strout D.A.R. candidate, is a member of
Henry Parker and Rudolph Rice; get back into the fight as soon as
Elonia Woodcock. The bride-to- at the piano.
the Glee Club, cheer leader, man consolation to Mrs. Mabel Whyte. possible. It means lives saved and
be was presented with a blanket
A discourse was given by Miss ager of the magazine campaign and
Mrs. Helen Borden has returned battles won.
and bedspread.
Maude Thayer, member of the High has been prominent in dramatics. to her home in Boston after visit
The Friendly Circle held its an School faculty.
She is a member of the National ing Miss Edith Knight.
Chrome Plating
nual roll call supper Wednesday at
Honor Society and has taken the
A warning about one of the newer
Inter-class basketball games are
the Federated Church . It was,a
College Course.
being played off this week and next finishes, chromium plating, will di
successful meeting with 37 present
Students elected to the recently week. The girls wiill meet the boys rect you in taking care of household
at the roll call. Supper was fol
formed chapter of the National tonight and once again the joys metals. Never under any circum
lowed by business and a social hour.
stances use metal polishes or any
Honor Society, selected as those wiill turn feminine and wear skirts kind of cleaning powder on a
A Bible study class will be start
who besides being honor students
The Young People's Fellowship chromium finish. It is a soft metal
ed Thursday at 7 o’clock, which will
are
outstanding in the qualities of met recently at the Baptist Church and the plating wears off easily. It
take uj^the Book of Job. This will
character, leadership. - and service, for Spring cleaning. Refreshments is easy to keep it clean with just
last for ten weeks.
are Jean Crie, Elizabeth Field, Elea were served at the close of the task. a damp cloth.
Mayflower Temple, P. S., will
And next, a reminder about one
nor
GregCTy, Jean GiIchrest, Fred Pictures are being taken in pre
meet tonight at 7.33 sharp. After
of the older metal favorites for
erick Haley, Phyllis Hall, Russell paration for the annual edition of 1 kitchen utensils, iron. You can scour
the meeting there will be a beano
Kelley,
Mary Luce, Eleanor Nelson, the High School "Megunticook ”
iron with steel wool and use a strong
game and refreshments. Each mem
alkaline soap to remove grease. One
Lois
O'Neil,
Joseph
Richards,
Au

ber is asked to take a few prizes.
Mrs. Ernest Cookson was in Wa- ' of the most important rules about
drey
Simmons.
Mrs. Donald P. George is visiting
terville Wednesday.
the use of iron is to always keep it
The initiation ceremony will be
relatives in New York.
At the Baptist Church, Sunday, thoroughly dry. Even a little mois
held some time this month and will Church School will convene at 9.30 ture may cause it to rust.
Mrs. Robert Libby and daughter
be presented by members of the Worship service wiill be at 11. wiih
If the iron does become rusty, you
Kathleen have been guests of her
can remove the rust with scouring
Rockland High School Chapter.
aunt, Miss Mary Rogers, in Port
sermon by the pastor and music by j powder or witli steel wool. Put a
land. fcr a few days.
the choir. The Communion service thin coat of saltless oil or fat over
will follow the morning worship any iron utensil, which you use only
Church News
NOT
MONTY
WOOLLEY.
No,
messervice.
The Young People’s Fel once in a while. Then, wrap it in
Mass will be celebrated at St.
and messieurs, llie bearded
lowship will meet at 6. Vespers be- paper and store in a dry place.
James Catholic Church every Sun dames
one is Kay Kyser in a disguise in
gih at 7. March 19 is World Parish
day at 9 o'clock, except on the third flicted on Ii is fellow players in
Day. The speaker will be Rev. A.
Sunday of each month
Kansas Pioneer
his topical musical extravaganza
F. Ufford, a former missionary.
Cyrus K. Holliday is hailed by his
Sunday school at the Federated “Around the World.’/ The lass is
WITH
hilarious Joan Davis.
The Monday Club which was torians as one of the founders of
Church at 9 45. morning services at
scheduled to meet at the home of Topeka, Kan., and father of the San
ta Fe railroad. He came to Law
^Miss Bertha Clason, will meet with rence, Kan., in 1854 from Carlisle,
Mrs. P. J. Willey instead.
Pa., and was one of the early advo
cates
of the free-state cause. With
Clarence Stratton
J
a group of friends, Holliday picked
Funeral services for Clarence the site for a new town, Topeka,
Stratton, who was drowned Mon which they intended to be the capital
day in Franklin Bay, will be held of the new state. Holliday was the
Saturday at 2 o’clock from the res promoter, builder, first president,
and director of the Atchison, To
idence oft his daughter, Mrs. Fran peka & Santa Fe railroad.
cis P. McGrath, Bay View street.
Posts of honor accorded Holliday
were: first mayor of Topeka, state
Rev. H. I. Holt will officiate.
The body of Mr. Stratton was re senator, state adjutant -• general,
covered from under heavy ice Wed member of the Kansas house of rep
resentatives, president of the Mer
nesday afternoon about 2 o’clock, chant’s National bank, and president
by Deputy Sheriff Harvey DeBeck of the Kansas Historical society.
and a group working under the di
rection cf Adelbert Sargent and Le
Cellar Storage
land Foster of the State Police. The
No doubt cellar storage is the
Good ambulance brought the re more convenient way to keep vege
mains to Camden, accompanied by tables. Too often, however, the
his daughter Mrs. McGrath, who temperature of the room is too high,
motored to Hancock immediately on especially in the fall and the begin
ning of the winter. A cellar in which
notification of the recovery.
the average temperature cannot be
Mr. Stratton was a native of Han kept below 50 degrees is bound to
cock but had resided here for the cause much spoilage of stored vege
past 18 yfears. He was visiting his tables. Proper ventilalfrin will help
ie discussion lias been lengthy and heated. Mr. Moderator
father .Fred Stratton, in that com to lower the temperature of a cellar
in the fall. Keep the cellar windows
munity when the fatal mishap oc open
on cool nights and close them
has mopped his brow times without number, but his patience
curred as he was returning home during warm days. If this is done
after a day's work at smelt fishing. consistently through October, it will
appears to be unlimited. Chosen for this job because of his fair
do much to cool the cellar walls.
TeL 113-3

Assets Dec 31. 1943
Bonds Convention Values.
Cash In Office and Bank.
Bills Receivable.
Interest and Rents.
All other Assets.

Total Liabilities and Sur
plus,

202.941
20.877
177
2.343
4.500

226 339 40
18-F-22

Tuesday-Friday

Tuesday-Friday
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24
55
04
42
00
23
24

Tel. 2228

The Courier-Gazette thanks its
TENANT’S HARBOR
The Trytohelp Club will meet loyal friend E. L. Cox cf Beaverton.
Gecrge Bitgood was plesaantly
Oregon, for the following editorial
Monday with Miss Edith Wall.
surprised recently by relatives and
Lynton Lane of Lewiston was a clipped from; the Portland Orefriends on his 54th birthday. Those
week-end visiter at the home of his genian.
e • • •
present were: Lt. and Mrs. Paul
parents, Capt. and Mrs. George W.
We Americans are being cur
Raab. U S.N., Boston. Mass., Lt. and
Lane.
rently entreated by government to
Harbor Light Chapter, O.E.S. partake mere of potatoes than is Mis. John Downey, Lt. and Mrs.
will hold a practice meeting Sun usual, since it is said that this food Robert Kyle, Ensign Charles Mulday at 7 oclcck. All officers are is plentiful both at present and in hollen. Boatswain Francis Brt
ryiUb,,
asked to be present and practice prospect. Already we are. as the
Boston, Lt. and Mrs. George Piper,
the new march.
idictn has it. great hands for po
Charles King is at nome from tatoes, but those in high places con Connecticut, Chief Walter Cirono
Sampson, N. Y., on a short fur sider that as yet we have not real and Mrs. Cirone, Chief Edward
Dunn, Rockland, Paul Pitts and Leo
lough.
ized that the eating of mere pota
Fred A. Norwood, W.R.C. will toes is a patriotic obligation. Citi Pitts both of Boston, Miss Beatrice
meet Friday with Mrs. Barbara zens who have wished to reduce Waldron, Miss Ruth Wilder, Miss
Wentworth.
their weight will have a hard choice Gladys Doyle. Miss Virginia Young,
Capt. Frank L. Salisbury’ went in the instance—but Old Glory all cf Boston, Mis. Jerry P. Dunn
and Mrs. Julia Heinig of Providence,
Wednesday to New York where he must come before girth.
Mr. and Mrs. William Bitgood of
will take command of a vessel.
It is so easy to yield oneself to a
Mrs. Wilma Rhodes, chairman sound argument for another help Hope Valley, R. I., Mr. and Mrs.
of the Red Cross drive has as as ing of potatoes—all this and pa John McLain (sister of Mrs. Bitsistants NJrs. Isabelle Crockett and triotism too! Fresh-fied potatoes good) of Thomaston and Mr. and
Mrs. Mildred Roberts. Helpers will with onions! You may fire when Mrs. Charles Wall (mother cf Mrs.
be appointed to cover each' street. ready, Gridley. Mashed potatoes Bitgood) of this place. In
ternoon refreshments including * e
The Red Cross rooms will be
well dreamed. Don't give up the
open Tuesday afternoon for work ship! Plqin boiled potatoes to be birthday cakes (made by Mrs. Biton surgical dressings.
eaten with perk gravy! When in good. Mrs. Cirone. Mrs. Rqab, Mrs.
The Baptist Ladies’ Circle will the course of human events—. Kvle and Mrs. Wall) and cocktails
meet Wednesday with Mrs. Maude
were served. The entertainment
Baked potatoes piping hot from the
Carleton.
was
card games and daheing, a
oven, and never spare the butter!
At the Baptist Church, subject Don’t fire until you see the whites special feature of which was tap
for sermon Sunday morning at 11
o' their eyes! Hashed ’brown po dancing by Mr. Bitgood, the host.
o'clock is "Covenanting with God.”
tatoes, with ham and eggs to at Buffet supper was served by Mrs.
Scries of sermons will be "When is
tend them. We have met the ene Cirone and Mrs. Bitgood. A jolly
Need of Deliverance.”
my, and they are ours—. O potato, good time was enjoyed and Mr. BitNext Sunday will be observed as
these be but few cf the ways in good was the recipient of many fino
the Day of Dedication in the Metnwhich your blandishments are so gifts.
odist Church and the pastor will
manifest.
speak at the morning service on
Probate Notices
"The Meaning of Our Dedication;” Blest be the ancient Peruvian fann
STATE OF MAINE
er,
sweet
be
his
nameless
rest,
who
and at the evening service at 7
To all persons inte'ested In
hereinafter named
o'clock cn "Little Foxes.” The first tamed the wild tuber fetched of Atthe aestates
Probate
Court held
at
dwon
from
the
"high
Andes.
Here
is
Rorkland. in and for the County of
children are especially invited to
Knox, on the 15th day of February in
the evening service this week and a -vegetable that has made tolerable, the
year of our Lord one thousand
if
not
agreeable,
the
usages
of
pov

nine
hundred and forty-four and by
all church members are especially
adjournment from day to day from
erty,
and
given
the
field
to
bear
urged to attend both the morning
the 15th day of said February. Tho
matters having been pre
and evening service. The service abundantly for the poor cottager following
sorted for the action thereupon here
such
fare
as
the
wealthy
lord
of
inafter indicated it is hereby Ordered:
Thursday night, is at 7 o'clock in
That notice thereof be given to all
the
manor
cannot
banquet
with

the parsonage. The Sunday School
persons interested, by causing a copy
is at 10 every’ Sunday morning. out. With a bit of this and a bit of this order to be published three
successively in The Courier-Ga
of that, and a plentiful dish of po weeks
zette, a newspaper published at Rock
tatoes, who asks to dine more com land. in said County, that they may
CUSHING
appear at a Probate Court to be held
fortably? The gclden gift of the at
se(d Rockland on the 21st day
Town meeting is scheduled for New World to mankind was not to of March.
A. D. 1944. at nine o'clock in
March 20, en evening session pre bacco, as some have supposed. Thou the forenoon, and be heard thereon if
they see cause.
ceded by a supper.
FLORA M. CLIFFORD, late of Rock
went the golden gift, O potato!
port, deceased. Will and Petition for
This town’s quota in the Fourth
It is am amiable property of the Probate thereof, asking that the same
War Bond drive was $18,000. Of potato, as ycu may have supposed, may be proved and allowed and that
Letters Testamentary Issue to F. Irv
that amount $11,112.25 was raised. that it ranks well to the forefront ing
Shattuck, of Mount Vernon, he^^jIn the previous drive this town far of foods which yield energy. He ing the Executor named in said
with bond.
exceeded its quota of $18,000.
MAGGIE L. DAVIS, late of Thom
that is fortified1—should we say, in
Lester Lufkin is confined to his stead, garrisoned?—by three or aston, deceased. Will and Petition for
P.obate thereof, asking that the same
home by illness.
proved and allowed and that
feur potatoes not only is proof may be Testamentary
issue to Helen L.
George Jameson of Friendship against hunger for some while to Letters
Hallowell of Thomaston, she being the
was guest Sunday of ’ his sister,
Executrix named in said Will, with
come, but he will march better, out
bond.
Mrs. Cassie Hyler.
fight better, work harder, sing
ESTATE LOTTIE E
STAERETT,
Mrs. Lois McCartney has been at louder, play better, think better, late of Warren, deceased. Petition for
asking that Gilford
home with a severe cold the past run -farther, climb higher, than he i Administration,
B Butler of South Thomaston, or some
other suitable person be appointed
week.
who has broken his fast with deli Administrator with bond.
Cards have been received an cate lettuce leaves and shredded
ESTATE MARIETTA R. BLETHE34.
nouncing the marriage of Walpas carrot, admirable as these viands late of Rockland, deceased. Petition for
Administration, asking that Gladys V.
Sallinen and Miss Edith Stevens, may be.
Blethen of Rockland or some other
suitable person be appointed Admin
Feb. 11 at Santa Rosa, Calif. Botli
Also is it true that no meat truly istratrix, without bond.
are natives of this town. Mr. Sal is fittingly companioned, be it the
ESTATE HAROLD D. LAYR, late of
deceased. Petition for Aflminlinen i^in the Navy, stationed on fragile wartime chop or the more Union,
istratlon. asking that James L Dor
the West Coast at present, but has ponderous lease-lend roast, that nan of Union, or some other suitable
person be appointed Administrateseen several months cf active duty has not a great dish of potatoes as without
bond.
r
in the Solomons and other Pacific its outrider. We could znot manage
ESTATE RALPH L. HUNT, late of
Union, deceased.
Petition for Ad
aieas. The bride a U. cf M. grad
ministration, asking that Ralph E.
Hunt of Union, or some other suitable
uate has been a teacher in High
person be appointed Administrator
Notices of Appointment
Schools of this State, her last as
I Willis. R. Vinal., Register of Pro without bond.
ESTATE MILLARD GILMORE, late
signment being in Eliot. She is the bate for the County of Knox, in the
of Thomaston, deceased. Petition for
State
of
Maine,
hereby
certify
that
in
eldest daughter of Mr. and Mrs. the foUowing estates the persons were Administration, asking that Adelia T.
appointed Administrators. Executors Kirkpatrick of Thomaston, or some
Raybert Stevens.
Guardians and Conservators and on other suitable person be appointed
Rev. Walter Smith cf Friendship the dates hereinafter named:
Administratrix, without bond
ESTATE HARRY W BRANN. late of
ASA CHAMBERS, late of Rockland,
was in town the past week, calling
Petition for
deceased. January 18. 1944. Arthur M Washington, deceased.
on parishioners and distributing Chambers of Eastport, was appointed Administration, asking that Belle A
Erann
of
Washington,
or
some other
Administrator, and qualified by fil
mite boxes for the Lenten season.
suitable persdn be appointed Adminis
ing bond on February 5, 1944
tratrix. without bond.
Mr. and Mrs. Loredo Bradford
MARGARET BISSETT. late of Vinal
and sons Arthur and Woodrow are haven, deceased. February 4, 1944, a-king that the name Wl DORIS 1.
Christina T Christie of Vinalhaven was
GULLICK of Rockport, be changed to
soon to vacate the Otis Robinson appointed Executrix, without bond.
Doris L. Hartford. Presented by Doris
HELEN M. HILTON, late of Warren, L. Gullick.
farm and move to Thomaston. The
deceased. February 9, 1944. Joseph H.
ESTATE IRENE BELLE WINCAP/
Robinson farm is reported to have Stickney of Warren, was appointed
late of Friendship, deceased. First t
Executor,
without
bond.
a prospective purchaser.
Final account presented for all
HARRY C. EDGECOMB. late of Ap
Mr. and Mrs. F. I. Geyer are re pleton. deceased. February 15. 1944. ance by Alfred H Morton of Friend
ship, Administrator.,
4
C. Earle Ludwick of Rockland, was
covering from illness.
ESTATE
IRENE
BELLE
WINCA

appointed Administrator, and quali
PAW,, late of Friendship, deceased.
Jill Cogan of Warren was week fied by filing bond on same date.
Petition for Dtstribution presented by
end guest of her aunt, Mrs. Lora SUSIE T. SNOW, late of Rockland, Alfred H Morton of Friendship. Admr.
deceased.
February 15, 1944. diaries
E3TATE ROBERT E. PAYSON, late
Olson.
A Tolman cl Portsmouth. New Hamp

i

Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Owl’s Head had as t

Sunday, Mr. and Mrs
and daughter D. nnu
Cameron and son Ro
Liane Doak. all of Ba
and Mrs. Edgar Suke:
dren, James Patrick
roy of Rockland.

A surprise leap
paTty was tendered P,
Tuesday night at his l
Head. Mr. Taylcv \vl
a Feb. 29, was obsen
teenth birthday
Ft
evening were beano. <.
refreshments. Winin'
were: Mrs Robert De;>
bert Wilson, Mrs. Ed
Miss June Demuth
Mann. Mrs. Eino Am .
bert Wilson. High si
were: Eino Andersen
and Ellis Ripley.
Cpl. Alton L. Hon
Thursday to Camp I
bama after enjoying a
his home in Camden )
companied home by
has been living in Oz
the lact three month
main for the present
ents. Mr and Mrs. Edt
Portland.

Blanche
Shadie
members cf Ruth Rj
Monday at her hemr
street. A picnic dlnn<j
and much werk was
for the Red Cross. Si
taken during the afte:
hostess and.' lunch w.i
fore departing. Nine
on? guest attended, al
pleasant afternoon.,
made to meet with Ca
the near future1. V
sponsor a cooked fix
game party at Gran
next Monday. The fc
sale promptly at 1
will be scld before thi
sie Haraden, chainma
sisted by other n:. nj
Tent. The president
officers to be present
of the work.
Visit Lucien K. Gr
second floor, 18 Schoa
Fellows Block. City, f
Coats and Cloth Coat
prices.
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FIGHTER.. SAIIOI
SAMUEL ERONSTCN
pnitait

Michael O’SHEA
Susan HAIWAHO
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SUNDAY, MONDA If
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" forte that meets
“ the irresistible

First and
shire, was appointed Administrator, of Rockland, deceased.
Constance Knight of Thomaston and
qualified by filing bond on same Final Account presented for allow

spent the past week with her grand
parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Ma
loney.

DIONNE QUINTS
“

r«li«v« Couching of

CHEST COLDS
BY RUBBING ON

Musterole
AMERICAN

ALLIANCE INSURANCE
COMPANY
1 Liberty t treet, New York, N. Y.
A ct», Dec. 31. 1943
$9,394,443 78
Stocks and B ids.
278.707 95
Cash in OH: e and Bank,
214.275 C8
Agents’ Ba' sices.
27,438 00
Interest and Rents.
1.024 15
All other Assets.
S9.915.888 96
Groes Assets.
Deduct items net admitted, 189.796

I9

•$9 726,092
Admitted.
Liabilities, Dec. 31. 1943
$366,328
Net Unpaid Losses.
Unearned Premiums,
2.494.083
267,018
AU other Liabllltiest.
3 000.000
Cash Capital.
Surplus over al! Liablll
•3.598.661
ties.

57
00
82
96
00
79

Total Liabilities and Sur
plus,
$9,726,092 57
• On the basis of December 31, 1943
market quotations for ail bonds and
stocks ow ned, this Company’s total adassets

$10,113.742 57

would

and

be

Increased

to

policyholders’ sur
18-F-22

18-F-23 plus to $4.0a«.311.7#.

date.
Gilford B. Butler of South
Thomaston appointed Agent in Maine.
ROSE L. PRESCOTT, late of Rock
land. deceased
February 15. 1944,
Bernice F Tibbetts of Augusta, was
appointed Administratrix, and quali
fied by filing bond on same date.
ALLIE J. STERLING, late of Friend
ship. deceased. February 15. 1944, Nel
lie A. Sterling of Friendship, was ap
pointed Executrix, without bond.
LENA HODGKINS LE1ACH, late of
Rockland.
deceased.
February
15,
1944, Vesper A. Leach of Rockland,
was appointed
Administrator
and
qualified by filing bond on same date.
NTNA GREGORY, late of Rockport,
deceased. February 15. 1944. Clarence
L Gregory of Greenwich, Connecticut,
was appointed Administrator, without
bond. Mary C Fales of Thomaston,
appointed Agent in Maine.
,
HARRY L. POST late of Rockland,
deceased
February 15. 1944. Lottie
M Post of Rockland was appointed
executrix, without bond.
C. HELEN RUSSELL, late of Thom
aston, deceased.
February 15. 1944,
Frank D EUlot of Thomaston was ap
pointed Executor, and qualified byfiling bond on February 23, 1944.
WILLIE J. PARKS, of Washington.
February 25. 1944. Henry' Heselton of
Gardiner was
appointed Guardian,
and qualified by filing bond on same
date.
HESTER M CHASE, late of Rock
land. deceased. February 29. 1944. Le
roy F. Chase of Rockland was appoint
ed Administrator, and qualified by
filing bond on same date.
JAMES HENRY BROWN, late of
Thomaston, deceased.
February 15,
1944, Rodney E. Jordan of Thomaston
was appointed administrator and qual
ified by filing bond on March 1, 1944
Attest: ____

WILLIS R VINAL, Register
18-F-22

ance by Carlton B. Payson, Admr.
ESTATE JOSEPH BASIL ALLEN
ot Rockland. F'etitlon for License to
sell certain Real Estate. situated in
Camden, and fully described in said
Petition. Presented by Doris A. Ru
benstein of Rockland, Guardian.
MAUDE A. PRATT, late of Rock
land, deceased
Will and Petition for
Probate thereof, asking that the same
may be proved and allowed and that
Letters Testamentary issue to Harry
M. Pratt, cf Rocklan<f, he being the
Executor, named in said Will, without
bond.
ESTATE ABBIE MESERVEY, late
Warren, deceased.
Petition for Ad
ministration, asking that Clifton W.
Meservey of Warren, or some other
suitable person be appointed Admin
istrator, without bond.
ESTATE FRED L. YOUNG, late of
Matinicus. deceased. Petition for Ad
ministration. asking that Elizabeth E.
Philbrook. sometimes known as Lizzie
Philbrook of Matinicus.
or some
other suitable person be appointed
Administratrix, with bond
ESTATE HARRY C EDGECOMB late
of Appleton, deceased.
Petition for
Allowance presented
by Sadie E.
Edgecomb of Appleton, widow.

.1
i

//
■a-

W

ESTATE

NELLIE

A

PERRY,

late

of Rockport, deceased.
First and
Final Account presented for allowajXd
by Marla V. Keller. Adminlstratrlar
FLORENCE M
BOLDUC, late 7 of
Rockport, deceased.
Will and Peti
tion for Probate thereof, asking thafthe same may be proved and allow!*
and that Letters Testamentary issue
to Hattie V. Farmer of South Hope,
she being the Ehecutrlx named in said
Will, without bond.

WITNESS. HARRY E WILBUR. Es
quire. Judge of Probate Court for
Knox County. Rockland Maine
Atteut:
WIILLI8 R

VINAL. Register
18 F 22

MARCH OI
LATEST NI

Tel.
892

RO

Tuesday-Friday

Tuesday-Friday

Iplenty cf potatoes, and
food administration ^*
|s on this score, by nuuSTg
that our national plight
|ar.v potatoes. Er—is the
administration certain
kt?

IjANT'S harbor
Bitgood was plesaantly
recently by relatives and
|i h:s 54th birthday. Those
I i • : Lt. and Mrs. Paul
p.N . Ei .ston, Mass . Lt. and
In Downey, 12 and Mrs.
fyle, Ensign Charles M^L
loat wain Francis BrySZt,

I'

nd M:. George Piper,
tut. Chief Walter Cirono
Cirone, Chief Edward
ckland, Paul Pitts and Leo
of Boston, Miss Beatrice
Miss Ruth Wilder, Miss
oyle. Miss Virginia Young,
I .l. Mrs. Jerry P. Dunn
(Julia Ileinig of Providence,
'Mrs. William Bitgood of
lley R I, Mr. and Mrs.
■ •am (sister of Mrs. BitThomaston and Mr. and
pies Wall (mother cf Mrs.
■of tins place. In the^llefreshments including v/Ze
Icakes < made by Mrs. Bit| Cirone, Mrs. Rqab, Mrs.
Mrs. Walb and cocktails
Ived
The entertainment
games and daheing, a
J i :■ of winch was tap
■y Mr Bitgood, the host.
Ipper v as served by Mrs,
|id Mrs. Bitgocd. A jolly
was enjoyed and Mr. Bit|tln recipient of many fine

"obate Notices
[iTATE OF MAINE
ber ona int®rooted in i
I
einafter named:
P’obate
Court held
at
tn and for the County of
151 iday of February in
Iof our Lord one thousand
Br l mill forty-four and by
Int from day to day from
I
i sii<i February. Tho
,n . 'a:, liavii. ■ tc ni pre

tion

i ci reupon here*

hereby Ordered :
be given to all
cauatOff a copy
published three
Teaslvely in The Courier-Oa.
taper published at Rock[
County, that they may
bal < u t to be held
|
.1 on the 21st day
Ia D. 1944. at nine o'clock in
Ion and be heard thereon lt
lause.
|\I CLIFFORD, late of RockI
Will and Petition for
leia . f. asking that the same
I
and allowed and that
Istamentary Issue to F. IrvJrk. of Mount Vernon, lie^t^
I
r named In said \v!w

I
•1 it is
Itl •• thereof
1
’ I bv
Ml • • i be

f I DAVIS, late of Thotnl-u t Will and Petition for
I r if. a king that the same
I
lowed and that
-ue to Helen L.
M r
... --lie being the
[named in said Win, wlth-

LOTTIE E STARRETT.
n. deceased. Petition for
hi n, asking that Ollford
Lf South Thomaston, or some
table person lx* appointed
ator with bond.
I MARIETTA r blethen,
kiind, deceased. Petition for
: g that Gladys V.
f Rockland cr some other
erson be appointed Adnnnvithout bond.
HAROLD D. LAYR, late of
ased. Petition for AffinlnJamea L. Dorrlon, or some other suitable
appointed Admlnlstra
bond.
“
RALPH L HUNT, late of
J ' wed
Petition for Ad|oi.. Making that. Ralph E.
or s. nn- other suitable
appointed Administrator
I .

I
|

MILLARD GILMORE, late

at ■!.. de.-eased. Petition for
I
taking that Adeha T.
1
ton, or some
| i " ' pi fm n lx? appointed
itrix. without, bond.

SARGENT—WOOSTER

Social Matters
Mr. and Mrs. Paul E. Taylor of
Owl’s Head had as dinner guests
Sunday, Mr. and Mrs. Allan Ireland
and daughter Dcnna; Mrs. Robert
Cameron and son Robert and Miss
I.iane Doak. all of Bangor, and Mr.
and Mrs. Edgar Sukeforth and chil
dren, James Patrick and Robert Le
roy of Rockland.

Those who fail to attend the Quiet
Blanche
Shadie
entertained
members cf Ruth Mayhew Tent Hour Lenten Services at the Uni
Monday at her heme on Camden versalist Church each Thursday
street. A picnic dinner was served night from 7.30 to 8.30 miss a rare
and much work was accomplished chance to gain the strength and
for the Red Cross. Snapshots were comforting help needed by every
taken during the afternoon by the one.
hostess and lunch was served be
Rcckland Farm Bureau meets
fore departing. Nine members and
one guest attended, all reporting a March 8 with Mrs. Hattie Sholes,
pleasant afternoon.. Plans were Old County road. A covered dish
made to meet with Carrie House in dinne rwill be1 served at* 12 o'clock;
the near future* Members will take sugar, butter and dishes. The
si bject for the meeting will be,
sponsor a cooked food sale and
game party at Grand Army hall ‘ Family Food Plan.”
next Monday. The feed wiil be cn
Rotarian Leon A. Dodge of Dama
sale promptly at. 130 and none riscotta will shew natural color mo
will be sold before that time. Bes tion pictures of Mexico, entitled
sie Haraden, chairman, will be as “The Good Neighbor Pclicy,” at Ro
sisted by other members of the tary Club teday. There will be a
Tent. The president requests all Joint meeting of Lions, Kiwanians
officers to be present for rehearsal land Rotarians at Hotel Rockland.
cf the work.
; March 24, when Elisabeth May
Craig of Washington, D. C., presi
Visit Lucien K. Green & Son's dent cf the Women’s National Press
second floor. 18 School street, Odd Club, and widely read columnist,
Fellows Block, City, fcr Furs, Fur will be the speaker. Rotarians
Coats and Cloth Coats at moderate making up meetings out of the State
prices.
9tf
recently were: E. L. Brown at Bos
ton; J. E. Blaisdell at New’ York;
H. B. Bird at Miami; Dr. A. W. Foss
TODAY AND SATURDAY
at Lake Worth and L. A. Thurston
at St. Petersburg.
FIGHTER... SAILOR.. AOVER
/

Michel O’SNFA
Susan HAYWARD

JACK
LONDO
------- -—Lk
SUNDAY, MONDAY. TUESDAY

'’T'mTr nac n *
~ bed's goft/,e

2rW

HARRY W

BRANN. late of
!'■ deceased
Petition for
(ation. asking that Belle A.
W.i 'mutton, or some other
|cr
)>•• apiKilnted Artmlnls-

I

|>N LOR CHANGE OF NAME.
I '
name « DORIS L.
of Rockport, be changed to
lartford. Presented by Doris

IRENE BELLE WINCAP/0J
First
"
. wnted for alld
■Alfred H Morton of Friend*
plmst rater.
*
IRENE BELLE WINCAIte of Friendship, deceased.
I :■ Ih-’.ributlon presented by
of Friendship. Admr.
ROBERT E PAYSON, lat®
wild, deceased.
First and
t
' presented Xor allow*
|
n B Payson. Admr.
JOSEPH BASIL ALLEN
I:'
Petition for License to
Im Real Estate situated In
}
fully described in said
Presented by Dorie A. Ru
le! Rockland, Guardian.
A PRATT late of Rockl.'-cd
Win and Petition for
I
f. asking that the same
pieved and allowed and that
(
mentary lam* to Harry
i f Rockland, he being the
named in said Will, without

|

& ltf

■I'BIE MESERVEY. lati-V’
I
wed
Petit! m for Ahlon. asking that Clifton W.
I cf Warren, or seme other
I
n t>' appointed Admlnf' lthout bond.
FRED L YOUNG, late of
[. deceased
Petition for Ad
mit that Elizabeth E.
[
nu ■ known as Lizzie
of Matinicus,
or some
I tail e per-on be appointed
Jratr.x. with bond
1 HARRY C EDGECOMB late
■
deceased
Petition for
presented
by Sadie E.
f) ot Appleton, widow.
E NELLIE A. PERRY, late
[Port. deceased.
First and
s. a presented for aliowtujoe
» \ Keller Adminlstratr.nr
LNCE M BOLDUC, late of
deceased
Will and PetiProbate thereof, asking t^^.
• nnv be proved and allovfRf
t Letters Testamentary issue
\ Farmer of South Hope,
the Executrix named In said
hcut bond.
SS HARRY E WILBUR. Es■ idgn of Probate Court for
unty Rockland, Maine
VILLUS Jf

VINAL, Register

18 F -22

The Thursday Afternoon Club
net this week with Mrs. Inez
P ge. Ice cream and cake were
st rved together with cookies and
tea. Marjorie Laird poured. Next
week the club will meet with Flor
ence Dawes, Edw’ards street.

Golidie McAuliffe and daughter
L ane have returned home after
A surprise leap
year birthday I ending a few- days in Lawrence
j iiTty was tendered Paul E. Taylor and Cambridge, Mass.
Tuesday night at his home in Owl’s
Head. Mr. Taylor who was born on
Prizewinners at the card party
a Feb. 29, was observing his four Ueld Tuesday at the tower room of
teenth birthday.
Features of the Community Building under aus
evening were beano, card games and pices of St. Bernard’s Church were
refreshments. Winners at beano Raymond Moulaison, Nathan Farwere: Mrs Robert Demuth. Mis. Al well, Mrs. Jean Chisholm, Mrs. Dobert Wilson, Mrs. Edgar Sukeforth, rinda Coughlin, Mrs. Agnes Dono
Miss June Demuth, Mrs. David hue, Mrs. Vera French, Joseph
Mann, Mrs. Emo Anderson and Al Adams, Mrs. Katherine Flint, Mrs
bert Wilson. High scOrers at cards Oscar Knight. A. D. Morey, Mrs
were: Eino Andersen, David Mann Katherine Haines, John Murphy,
Mrs. Willis Anderson. Mrs. Carolyn
and Ellis Ripley.
Thompson, Mrs. Beatrice Sprague,
Opl. Alton L. Horton returned Helen Garnet; consolation, to Mrs
Thursday to Camp Rucker, Ala Clara Calderwood; and door prize,
bama after enjoying a furlough at Mrs. Florence McCarty. The next
his home in Camden. He was ac party will be Tuesday at 8 o'clock at
companied home by his wife w’ho the tower room.
has been living in Ozark. Alabama
Knox County Hospital Auxiliary
the laet three months. She will re
main for the present with her par j meets next Tuesday for sewing and
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Edward Hayes in tea witii Mrs. David McCarty as
hostess.
Portland.
*
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Announcement is being made in
this city of the marriage c! 1st
class petty officer Norbert F. Sar
gent of New Madrid, Missouri and
Norma A Wcoster of this city.
The ceremony took place in Os
ceola. Arkansas, Jan. 14 at 7.30 P
m , in the home cf the Rev. W. P
Hale who officiated.
Attendants
were Mr and Mrs. Ralph Sargent
parents cf the groom.
The bride were a grey pencil
stripe suit with yellow accessories
and wore a shoulder corsage of yellcw roies.
Mrs. Ralph Sargent
were blue velvet with white acces
sories and wore a shoulder corsage
of red roses.
Following the ceremony a wed
ding supper was served the bridal
party at the Hotel Lovejoy.
The bride is a daughter cf Mrs.
Donftld Robbins cf this city and at
tended Rockland schools.
Tne groom is the son of Mr and
Mrs. Ralph Sargent of New Madrid,
Missouri and a graduate of New Ma
drid High School. He was formerly
stationed atj^ie Naval Section Base
in this city and is better known to
his many Rcckland friends as
“Sarge.”
After a brief honeymoon the
young couple left for Hueneme, Cal.,
where they will reside, while Mr
Sargent is stationed there.

Charles and Charlene Heald
of West Rockport Cele
brated Their “Fourth”
Birthday

The Heald twins, Charles and
Charlene cf West Rockport cele
brated their fourth birthdaj- anni
versary by entertaining a group of
friends Monday at a party at the
home cf their parents. Mr. and Mrs
Robert Heald. The twins are in
reality “sweet sixteen” but as their
natal date is Feb. 29, this is only
their fourth observance. The even
ing was pleasantly passed in play
ing group games, stunts, etc. Home
made ice cream and cake were
served.
Those present were: Bena Anas
tasia, Barbara. Leola, Mary and
Maynard Tolman, Herbert Hurme.
Kenneth and Marjorie La^e, Bar
bara Merrifield. Nancy Andrews, Ar
lene Keller, Walter ("Bim”) An
drews, Tommy Douglas, Hiram
Brcwn and Donald Clifford, also
Sylvia Heald. Others invited but
unable te attend were Mildred Tol
man, Roberta Lane, Robert Deane
George and Arthur Douglas, Philip
Carroll, Gladys Parker and John
Lane, Jr.
The twins want to know if among
the
readers cf this paper there are
ters. Patricia and Nancy, have re
turned from Portland where they other twins who also celebrate the
were guests of Mrs. Dow’s step 29ih of February as their birthday.
Speak up, leap year twins.
father. Rev. Philip Telman.

Junior Women's Club meets Mon
Red Cross Drive
day at 8 with Litza Vardavoulis.
Assistant hostesses, Ruth Hoch,
Madlene Jackson .Eleanor Johnson. Chairman Arthur F. Lamb
The program includes news forum,
Announces Campaign To
Elzada Barstow; paper, Madame
Start Monday
Chiang-Kai-Shck, Annie Rhodes.
Rockland’s annual Red Cross Roll
The Wcfnan’s Association cf the Call will again open Monday under
Congregational cliurch held its the general cha’«*.ianship of Ar
regular meeting Wednesday after thur F. Lamb. The city will be cov
noon in the vestry of the churc^v. ered a section at a time and thus
Miss Alice Erskine gave a very in any excess work avoided for any
teresting reading cf Zangwill’s group at any one time.
Main street and the business sec
drama, "The Melting Plot.” It was
tion
will be canvassed Monday by
decided to hold the "Birthday Din
a
volunteer
group of workers under
ner” on May 8th. Tea was served
leadership
cf
H. Latcn Jackson.
by Mrs. Russell Bartlett gnd Mrs.
The
week
following the large
John Pomeroy, assisted by Miylan
corps
of
women
workers under the
Pottlo and Jeannette Seliger.
chairmanship cf Mrs. Earle C.
Mrs. Lillian Perry and son Morris', Perry will canvass the entire resi
dential section
have returned from a visit in Boston
Lucius E. Jcnes is in his timewith Mr. and Mrs. William Marriner
honored berth of chairman of the
and daughter, Theodora.
industrial division and his well
trained and long experienced work
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Horton had as
er are already in the field.
guests over the weekend Cpl. and
Generous support of Red Cress
Mrs. Alton Horton from Camp Roll Call is indicated by the warm
Rucker, Alabama and Mr. and Mrs. response on every hand, but the
Charles Kamelevicz and Miss Sylvia nefcessity is ver>’ great among the
Hayes cf Portland and Miss Natalie armed forces, so give and give not
Brackett of New Harbor.
cne dollar but several.

Mrs. Virginia Kunesh and daugh
ter
Kathryn have been spending a
Millard W. Hart was elected a
few
days in Portland with Mrs.
deaccn of the First Baptist Church
Tuesday to fill tive vacancy on the Ethel Horton.
board caused by ttve death of Alden
Ffc. William A. Ellingwood, Jr.,
Bradford Butler. Mr. Hart will be
is
leaving today for Boston, where
| received as a member of the board
he
will be met Monday by his
jat the communion service Sunday.
mother .who will accompany him
Shakeapeare Society will meet to Onancook, Va., where Mrs. Elling
Monday night with Mrs. Cora Far- wood will visit her sister, Mrs. J
well. Act IV of ‘‘Love’s Labor Lost” C. W. Leathebbury. Private Elling
will be read, Mrs. Alice Jameson wood is on his way to New Mexico,
will act as leader, Mrs.-Josephine following several days furlough
Rice will present a paper on Shake spent with his mother in Rcckland.
speare cenfedies.
His address is: Base Hdqrts., Fort
Sumner, New Mexico.
Members of the Rubinstein Club
will be guests of the Thomaston
Edwin Libby Relief Corps will
Baptist Choral Society at the ves hold a game party Thursday after
try March 10. Members may leave noon at 2.15; supper, with Mrs. Beu
on tiie bus leaving tiie station on lah Larrabee .chairman, will be at
6 o'clock and meeting will be at 7.20.
Main street at 655 p. m.

Townsend Meeting
r
f

Paul L. Darling, national repre
sentative of the Tc^psend move
ment. will address a public meet
ing cf all those interested at 7.30
p. m March 8 at Spear Hall, foot
cf JPark street, Rcckland.

Elaine Thompson, daughter of
Mr.
and Mrs. Bernard Thompson.
Velva Joy Robbins, daughter of
Berkeley
itreet, has been ill with
Mrs. Marx- Rcbbins of Camden
pneumonia,
following an attack of
street, is an appendectomy patient
measles.
at Kncx Hospital.
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TODAY

Chap. 7, ‘MASKED MARVEL”
SHORTS
NEWS

“SPITFIRE”
with
LESLIE HOWARD

SUNDAY-MONDAY

DAVID NIVEN

%

Also

Our Big Cash Nite $300.
DRAWING FOR $25.03
SURE WINNER
SATURDAY
TWO BIG PICTURES

“Dancing Masters”
with
LAUREL and HARDY
Also
BILL ELLIOTT and

GABY HAYES
son

MARCH OF TIME
LATEST NEWS

“MAN FROM
THUNDER RIVER”
SUNDAY - MONDAY

ERROL FLYNN
JULIE BISHOP
in

ROCKLAND

Leap Year Twins

PLUS SHORTS—NEWS

“Northern Pursuit”

Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Berry
gave a tea Sundaj’ afternoon at
their beautiful Florida home, hon
oring Miss Eleanor Bird and Miss
Nellie Sheen, and Dr. and Mrs.
Dana Newman of Rockland. A gor
geous centerpiece of two dozen
gardenias decorated the tea table
beautiful trcp.cal flowers were used
thrcughcut the house. Ampng the
many guests were the 'follcwing
frem Rcckland: Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Etrd, Mr. and Mrs. Donald
Fuller, Mr. end Mrs? Fred Trecartin,
Dr. and Mrs. Sanborn and Capt.
and Mrs. George Sncw.

Tolman-Layner

Miss Irma M Wadsworth of Cam
den, daughter c4 Mrs. Mary A.
Wadsworth and the late Capt. John
I W. Wadsworth, was married Mondaj- night at 7.30 to 2d Lieut. Rob
ert
Thompson of Glasgow, Scotland.
W i
| offlcer in the British Navy. The cer
emony was performed by Rev. Mel
vin H. Dorr, Jr., pastor of the Bap
tist Church, and took place at
Wadsworth Inn, Camden, home ol
the bride.
The bride was attired in teal blue
I and wore a corsage of yellow roses
J*
Attendants were Mr. and Mrs. Wal
j
ter Wadsworth, brother and sisterin-law of the bride. Members ol
the immediate family were present
At an informal gathering follow
ing the ceremony, an attractively
decorated wedding cake, made by
Mrs. E. Walter Telman
the mother of the bride, was the
(nee Marjorie Luella Layner)
centerpiece of the refreshment ta
Lighted tapers placed at inter ble.
vals along the center aisle cf the
The bride is associated with her
G'en Echo United Presbyterian mother in the partnership of Wads
Church in Cclumbus, Ohio, provid worth, Caterers. They also conduct
ed the setting for the wedding of the guest house. Wadsworth Inn
Miss Marjorie Luella Layner, and in the tourist seasons, Ocean
View’ Tea Room on High street.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Earl A.
Service clubs of the town make
Layner, and Private E. Waltei
J their headquarters at the popular
Telman, son cf Mrs. W. M. Telman j
Wadsworth hostelry.
cf Vinalhaven and New Jersey
Lt. and Mrs. Thompson left di
which took place Friday evening,
rectly for New York where they will
Feb. 11.
be registered at Hotel Belmont
The ceremony was read by Rev.
Plaza until the officer receives as
Herbert {j. Schulze.
signment
for overseas duty, after
Traditional white satin made
which
his
bride
will return to Camw.th a sweetheart neckline, buttons
elm,
where
they
plan to reside per
down the front to the waistline, a
manently after the war.
gathered fu'Jl skirt ending in a cir
cular train, was worn by the bride
MRS. E. B. INGRAHAM »
A Dutch cap held her fingertip veil
Elizabeth May Ingraham, 82,
of illusion and she had a colonial
bouquet cf white carnations and widow cf Edward B. Ingraham, died
Wednesday at her home, 17 Masonic
sweet peas.
street,
following only a few days cf
Maid of honor was Miss Barbara
illness.
Ream who were a pink gown fash
She was born in Stockton Springs
ioned witii a sweetheart neckline,
long sleeves and a full skirt. She daughter of David and Sara Starr
had a short pink veil and a colonial Wardwell and had lived in Rock
bouquet of rose aifc white carna land 65 years. Mrs. Ingraham be
came a member cf the First Baptist
tions.
Private Harry Turnbiom was best Church in 1905. and had been a
faithful attendant at its services.
man fcr Private Telman.
At the reception for 69 guesti She was a member cf the Kalloch
held at the Virginia Hotel follow Class and of the Dorcas Club.
Survivors are two sisters, Mrs.
ing the ceremony, Mrs. Layner
wore an aqua crepe dress with lug Lelia F. Benner, Rcekland fcnd Mrs.
gage tan accessories and carna- Harriet L. Levensaler cf Cambridge,
>n corsage.
Private Telman’s Mass.; two brothers, George S.
mother wore a navy crepe dress, Wardwell of East Weymouth, Mass.,
matching accessories, and a pink and Arthur P .Wardwell of Rockland
and white variegated carnation and a granddaughter, Mrs. C. Max
well Ames of Rockland.
corsage.
Sendees • will be in Russell Fu
Miss Doris Y7elch and MLss Jo
hanna Estep, sorority sisters cf the neral Heme this afternoon at 2
o'clock. Rev. J. Charles MacDonald
bride, assisted' at the reception.
The bride graduated from North officiating. Bearers will be Joseph
High School and is now a junior W. Robinson, Raphael S. Sherman,
in the college cf education at Ohio Osmond A. Paimer and Millard W.
State University where she is a Kart. Interment will be in Achorn
member of Phi Mu Sorority. Pri cemetery.
vate Tolman attended schools in
Maifae and New Jersey and is now
WEST ROCKPORT
stationed at Ohio State University
Mrs. Arthur Clark is at Knox
in the basic engineering branch cf Hospital suffering from a broken
the Army Specialized Training leg. The bone has been set and
Program.
she is resting comfortably.
The Tuesday Club met for dinner
at the home cf Mrs. Keith Crock
GRANGE CORNER ett. Each member contributed
some part cf the menu which con
.-S X*sisted c|: Fruit cup. Kcnker noodle,
Hews itmns from all of the Pa
tron.-, of Lusbajidry ure welcomed
spaghetti and cheese, potato pie,
here.
i fruit salad, cabbage salad, escalloped corn, hot rolls, relishes and
Hope Grange meets Monday, sup co fee. Games and contests pro
per to be served at 6.30.
vided entertainment. Later in the
The Sewing Circle will hold an evening ice cream ar.d angel cake
all-day session Wednesday with Mrs were served at the home of Mrs.
Alice True. Members arc asked to Margaret Andrews.
take scissors and thimble. Mrs.
There will be services Sunday at
‘Dot” Brown and Mrs. True are in the church—9.30 a. m. and 7 p. m.
charge of lunch and work.
with Sunday Sehcci fcllownig the
morning serveie. Plans are being
Stirring air into foods while they made fcr special music.
are cooking causes vitamin de
struction.
To prevent stored potatoes from
sprouting or spoiling, put tiiem into
a fhallow container allowing as
much air as possible to circulate
through them. Potatoes thus pro
tected, says the A&P Service lor
Homemakers, will stay firm and
fresh.

This And That
Poetry Fellowship Meeting
In Portland With Award
Of Prizes

By K. S. F.

Paul Robeson. Negro singer and
ac.tor, has been named winner of the
American Academy of Arts and
Letters’ 1944 medal for gcod diction
on the stage.
Among other winners of the
award, which has been given only
nine times, were Walter Hampden,
George Arliss, Lawrence Tibbett,
and Lynn Pontanne.
The medal will be presented at
the Academy’s annual ceremonial
in May.
• • • •
Try this for a good meal:
Sausage in Acorn Squash

Wash and split two acorn squash
lengthwise, scrape out seeds and
any pulpy strings. Sprinkle with
salt and a teaspoon of pepper. Dot
with butter. Peel and core two
cocking apples, cut in halves, place
a half in the hollow of each piece
of squash.. Sprinkle with sugar
Place in baking pan. Add a little
water. Cover. Bake in hot oven
(400 degrees F.) one hour, or until
tended. Brcwn twelve links of sau
sage in a frying pan. place three
cn each squash, encireling apple.
Return to oven and bake fifteen
minutes longer. Approximate yield:
Four portions.
> ♦ ♦ •

Its hard to believe but the larg
es animal that ever existed on
this earth still livees. It is the blue
whale. Only recently one was cap
tured and this particular specimen
measured 109 feet. They dddi not
weigh him as they had no proper
scales.
• • • •
American bombers now fly high
er and stay at high altitudes longer
because of a now chemical devel
opment which lengthens by about
50 times the high altitude life cf
carbon brushes in the planes’ gen
erators.
• • • •
If you are unable to make light
of ycur troubles, you can keep them
dark.

Want to learn
a skill?

If you need to

Try this great ftlood-iron tonic—Lydia
Plnkham’s TABLETS—one ol the very
best home ways to get Iron Into the
blood. Plnkham’s Tablets are also fa
mous to relieve symptoms of functional
monthly disturbances because of their
soothing effect on one of woman’s most
important organs. Follow label direc
tions. Wortu trying,

A Day For Poets

A fine group of 50 women and
men gathered at the Columbia
Hotel fcr a day cf serious ccnsult-artion and examination into the
merits of work being done by this
Fellowship organization. Starting
at 11 a. m. the energetic and capable
president. Mrs. Freeman, put much
life into the meeting by gracious
and charming opening thoughts,
Mrs Catherine Cates handled her
part with true poetical appreciation,
showing a mind cultured with
visions of relationship between
prose thought and poetic beauty of
weaving, giving her measured value
to the bulk of examples sent for t his
purpose.
After some music and discussion
of business. Luncheon was discusse, 1
with full appreciation of its excel
lent quality.
The afternoon assembly was
opened by Miss Agnes Armstrong cf
Portland who gave a resume of tho
poetry with prizes placed to the hig'm
satisfaction of all present. The first,
went to Mrs. Mabel Gould Demers
of Waterville, subject, "The Fingers
of the Sun;” then Eleanor Blanche
of Bangor with "From Out of the
Cluods.” In Unrhyimed verse camo
Dolores Cairns of Cambridge.
Mass., with "Old Bam.”
Other poems receiving prizes
were: "Bondage,” written by Bea
trice H. Oakes of Texas; "Lord
Fever,” by Lillian P. Lewes of
Brunswick; "I Learn Your Love.’ by
Carolyn McCuN&- of Springfield.
Mass.; and "To a Rose Urn,” b(Z
Man ice Hill of Rcckland.
Many others gained honorable
njf ntion. Every one went homo
fc ling the day was full cf pleas
ure and help for future work.
The next session will be in Bruns
wick in June with “Lyrics and Bal
lads” for subjects.
K. S. F
JOHN W. KELL

Jchn William Kell, who died in
this city, Feb. 26. was born in Antigonish. Nova Scotia, March 15.
1881, sen of Neal and Annie i Mac
Donald) Kell. His usual residence
was East? Knox, but he had been in
Rockland for the last year and a
half. Funeral services 'were held
at the Coombs Funeral Chapel, Bel
fast, Tuesday, Father Chaiies L
Brown officiating.
• « * •
Mr. Kell is survived by three
It would be a novelty to have
brothers,
Alee Kell, Thompson Kell
this country’s fiscal pclicy planned
and
Angus
Kell and one sister, Mary
by somebody who has been com
MacDonald, all cf Antigcnish, Nova
pelled to earn his own living.
Scotia; two daughters,
Gladys
• * • •
Smith
cf
Waldo
and
Annie
Kell
of
Jellied Beet Ring
Rockland.
1 tablespoon plain gelatin
’/« cup cold water or liquid from
Chapin Class wiill hold Its sup
canned cr cccked beets
per Tuesday at 6 in the vestry, with
1 cup hot water
Mrs. Eila Bird, chairman.
2 tablespoons sugar
1 teaspoon salt
3 tablespoons prepared horse
radish
3 tablespoons vinegar
2 tablespoons lemon juice
1 cup finely diced celery
1 cup diced cooked cr canned
beets
Soften the gelatin in the cold
water cr beet liquid for 5 minutes
and dissolve in the hot water. Add
sugar, salt, horseradish, vinegar and
lemon juice and mix well. Chili
When mixture begins to thicken.
Rinse a ring meld with cold water
fcld in the cut celery and beets,
pour in the beet mixture and chill
until firm. Ur.mold’ on a serving
platter and fill the center with crisp
The suits that
cole slaw. Serve with mayonnaise
or French dressing. Serves 8.
• • • •
salute you
The eyes and ears do not work in
unison, it has been disclosed by this Spring ...
scientific experiments, according to
the Better Vision Institute.
Arc cut on military lines ... in
• • • •
Someone has said. “This old in fact one of our customers on his
come tax is just a matter cf addi way home in the wee hours
tion, subtraction, division, multi swears that one saluted him as
plication,
and mistakes". Quite so. he passed the window.
The peanut is known by six other
• • * •
names: earth nut, goober, ground
The eldest newspaper in the You'll I .’ce the squared shoulders
nut, ground-pea, monkey-nut and
United States was published in that a e built fcr carrying on at
pinder.
Portsmouth N. H. in 1756 by David home while cur toys are tearing
Towle 'and called "The New’ Hamp
through Jap:-: and German j.
shire Gazette.” It is still* going
We're ready for your invasion
strong.

Vegetables and greens can be pre
vented from spoiling in the refrig
erator by lining the bottom of the
container with paper toweling
This absorbs the excess moisture
which accumulates in the bottom
of the container.

BOHO OP
REOBUNNK

THOMPSON—WADSWORTH

t

SOPHISTICATE. Constance Dow.
ling. Iovel» ’■ccrnil from ihe New
York stage
.h. •* making her cine
matic
i Samuel Coldwyn's
“Up in Arms,

is seen in a striking

frock for it.formal dining. Of bril
liant fuchsia crepe, the dress fea I
tures tiny bows down one side of
the bodice.
With ber hair upswept, Miss Dowling wears a clever

____

bat of fuchsia felt.

Would you like to be a ra
dio operator, a skilled steno
grapher. an airplane mechanic,
an expert driver?
In the Women's Army Corps
you have a chance to get valu
able Army training—training
that may pave the way to bigger
pay. better jobs after the war.
Today find out about all the
WAC offers you—the interest
ing jobs, the chance to meet
new people and see new places,
and to help your country.
Apply at any U. S. .Army Re
cruiting Station. Or write: The
Adjutant Genrt-al, 4415 Muni
tions Bldg., Washington 25,
DC.
(Women in essential war industiy must have release from their
employer of the U. S. Employ
ment Service l.

• 9 -• •

Peace is not the absence of con
flict in life but it is the alf.lity to
cepe with it.
• • • •
What a joy it is to walk again on
real sidewalk or streets with the ice
melted away and a chance to swing
into a natural gait again.
• • • •
“Men and women who are de
voting their lives to the study cf
the humanities should not be made
to feel inferior or apologetic in the
face of a PT boat commander or
the driver cf a tank," says Wendell
L. Willkie in his article "Freedom
Ind the Liberal Arts," which will be
published soon by the Princeton
University Press in a symposium on
"The Humanities After the War.’
• • • •
jls someone had said, “Anger is
temper on the loose,” patience
11must be temper oa a leasii.

U

into

the

world's

best

Spring

Clothing.

from $27.50 to $45.
BOYS’ SUITS
BOYS’ REEFERS and

Reversible Finger Tip
COATS
BOYS’ PANTS

GREGORY’S
Top-To-Toe Outfitters
TEL. 294
416 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.

WITH THE EXTENSION AGENTS
AND THE
KNOX-LINCOLN FARM BUREAU

Tuesday-Fri day
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Oldtnne History

HIGH SCHOOL NEWS
By the Pupils

Relating To Several Locali
ties In Knox County—
A. M. Watts’ Question

first settle tl>cre a man by the
name of Tenant.
Does anyone know of any men-’^
tion of Tenant’s Harbor prior to
1776-

Allison M. Watts

The Physics class on Wednesday packages about 18 Inches high. If
PORTLAND HEAD
Jamaica, Vt.. Feb. 28
experimented with the making of you have any waste paper, please
SERMONETTE
Arthur T. Harlow of South Port
records on the recording machine, give it to any school pupil in the Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
land
was guest Sunday at Sterlings.
Agricultural Notes
4-H Club Notes
In your issue of Feb. 22, “N.C." of
The first one was transcribed fr$m , city. The money from the sale of
The Unseen Presence
The dairy meeting held at North
"4-H Boosters” is the name of the
The Hilts called recently! on Mrs.
i the radio, recording the songs “I’d the paper will be used by the schools New York has a letter on “Our
As Christians, both Catholics
Early
Settlers."
I
am
curious
to
W.
C Dow of Portland. Mrs. Dow
Nobleboro Community Hall was well new girls' 4-H club organized in
[Like To Live In Loveland With a for their activities . If you have a
and Protestants enter these days
"Two
Essentials
To
Salvation.
’
’
The
attended. Dr. J. P. Witter discussed APPleton Villa*e Peb 26 The lccal
Girl Like You” and "Be Careful, quantity of paper that you cannot know the source of his statement is recovering from a recent illness.
of Lent. They are sober and
young people's choir will sing. It's My Heart.’ Then a skit, ’’The transport to the school building, “One of the first landings was at
leader is Miss Jennie Edgecomb;
Miss Dorothy Martin of Dorches
deeply moved. Lenten days are
breeding problems and gave the men
Communion will be observed. Mid Eaunted House,’ written by Edith please telephone to the school and the mouth of Georges River and ter, Mass., was a caller at Sterlings
Officers elected for the ensuing
always sober days but in these
the latest information on artificial
week prayer and praise service ! Carr was recorded, with the charac a truck will call for it. We ask you they named the settlement St. Monday afternoon.
year are: Melisande Jones, presi
days, cf war people are constant
breeding. Tt is planned later to do
Tuesday night at 780. The Ladies’
dent; Grace Gushee, vice presi- ly reminded cf the nearness of
ters portrayed by Vance Norton and not to use this method of collec- George for their King.” Accord
Mrs. Lillian Brown and Miss N. H.
more of this work in counties that
Aid meets with Mrs. Maynard Gray
ing to “St. George Chronicles” Kinney were guests Sunday at thegV
dent; Esther Hart, secretary; PrisErnest
Munro.
Edith
Carr
intro

tipn
unless
it
is
impossiibile
J
or
you
that other world, “The land that
are not covered by the two breed
on Fales street Wednesday night.
cilia Robbins, treasurer; Delia Rob- is fairer than day.”
duced the skit and produced the to get it to us in any other manner. compiled by Joseph T. Simmons Hilts.
• •' • •
associations. R F. Talbot dairy
and Mabelle Andrews Rose from
• • • •
bins, color bearer and Edna Paul,
sound effects. Donald Philbrook
Men and women of the armed
Mrs. R. T Sterling is much im
specialist, went over the 8-point
The Methodist Church will wor furnished a very entertaining comreliable historic sources, page five,
The
Rockland
High
Debating
news reporter. Meetings will be
forces
constantly
stand
cn
the
proved
from a recent illness and
program
for
and Sumner held the second and fOurth s
_ aL.
pus
w dairyman
j
ship at 10.45 a. m. with the congre i mercial.—Peggy Jackson.
Team attended a debating tourna the name St. George was first given
dividing
line.
<n
this
March
was out Monday.
Claverie outlined the Dairy Herd urday afternoons of each month.
gation of the Universalist Church.
ment held at South Portland High to the island of Monhegan by
• * ♦ •
Geographic cn page 285 is a view
R. T. Sterling called Monday on
Improvement Association.
The Methodist Church school will
After the business meeting, Mrs.
In Junior English class, a student, Peb. 19 It was accompanied by Mr. Capt. George Weymouth in 1606 as Mr. and Mrs. Robert T. Sterling Jr.,
from the Acropolis looking down
meet in the Methodist Church at
The Dairy Herd Improvement
Hardy, club agent, explained
when asked to g.ve a sentence con Bowden. Schools from all over a compliment at- once to himself and family in Portland.
ttward the ancient city of Cor
noon;
the
Baraca
Class
will
not
Association held its annual meeting requirements in the canning and
inth, the city cf St. Paul’s Co
taining the word “ardor,” thought Maine and New Hampshire attend and to Saint Gecrge, the patron
Miss Elizabeth Pickett of South
meet. The Youth Fellowship wlil
saint of England.
in connection with the dairy meet- seeing and canning projects and
rinthians.
Except for the
very bard for a moment, and then ed the tournament.
Portland
was a caller Monday at
be guests of the Comrades of the
The score for Rockland High’s
If he hadi named it for his King
ing The following officers for 1944 helped the leader plan the program marks left by the passing of
said
“
I
ardor
her.
”
Such
adoration
the
Sterlings.
Way at the Congregational Church
team was: Rockland Negative won he would have called it St. James
were elected: President, B. H Of Worg for the year.
time, the view is the same that
should be rewarded—M. L. A.
The Hilts entertained last Frida/
at
a
8
o'clock
supper
meeting.
At
from Lincoln Academy 3-0. Best for James the First was King of
Nichols, Hope vice president, K«greeted the eyes of the Apostle
The Jolly Hustlers of Burkettevening,
Mr. and Mrs. Allie Radc
7 o’clock Rev. Roy A. Welker will be
speaker. Jean Abbott, second Ron Fngland at that time. As a re
land Gushee, Appleton; secretary vU,e met wUh th€ir leader Miss
I have, among the cherished
A
movie.
"Desert
Victory.
”
was
liff
and
Mr.
and Mrs. John Radc
i the guest preacher in the Methodist
ald Carver.
sult of Weymouth’s explorations
and treasurer, Herbert Spear, North Margaret Linssott, Peb. 17. First
things left me by my mother, a
shown
Tuesday
and
Wednesday
at
Church Rev. A. G. Hempstead will
Rockland Affirmative won from its bordering mainland became liff of Spruce Head.
Nobleboro; directors, David Chap- ye&j, members practiced £tHchmg on dainty Corinthian tea cup. Its
F. O. Hilt attended -funeral serv
J conduct the Lenten piayer meeting Senior and Junior High assemblies Dover High, New Hampshfre, 3-0. the neighboring islands river and
man, Damariscotta; Ralph Keene thp machine second and third year
age runs back to the days of
Corinne Smith was in charge of de Best speaker, Pauline Stevens, sec
ices
Sunday afternoon for Willian^
Tuesday
at
7.30
and
the
official
known as St. Georges. The pres
Damariscotta, and Clifton Walker, members, darning and
Homer. Seme have estimated
making
board meeting at 830 There will votions at the former assembly.
ond. Douglas Curtis.
ent town of St. George received its A. Stevens from the home of hisS T
Aina.
• * * •
its age as centuries before
bound buttonholes. The club voted
j be all-day sewing for the Red Cross
daughter, Mrs. Loveitt in South
Rockland Affirmative lost to
Christ. How old it is and who
Harold Allen of Hope, has started to collect tin cans for a war activity.
By vote of the members of the South Portland Negative 2-1. Best name at its incorporation in 1803 Portland. Mr. Stevens would have
and quilt tacking Wednesday at the
almost 200 years after Weymouth’s
drank from it I shall never
his greenhouse. He plans this year •Fertilizer Placement” was the
heme of Mrs. Thelma Stanley. Tne Senior class, Elizabeth F. Holmes, speaker Jeanne Crowley, second visit.
celebrated his 94th birthday anni
know.
to increase his acreage of vegetables subject taken up at the thirteenth
District Superintendent, Rev. H. F. has been elected a candidate for the Pauline Stevens.
I wonder if any of your readers versary March 1. He has been re
You will recall that after
especially tomatoes.
Aldrich will conduct the fourth Daughters of the American Revolu
Rockland' Negative lost to Port has any authentic knowledge of tired 22 years from the Lighthouse
meeting of the year of the George’s
Paul's address on Mar’s Hill at
quarterly conference Thursday at tion Citizenship Pilgrimage, spon land Affirmative 2-1. Best speaker
The directors and officers of the Valley 4-H of Warren in'charge of
the origin of the name of the St. Dept, as Construction foreman.
Athens, he went to Corinth.
7.30. Mrs. Ivy Chatto and Mrs. sored by Lady Knox Chapter ‘‘Bet Phyllis Kaplain, second Ronald
Dairy Herd Improvement Associa Mr. Earle Moore, leader. Members
George village or Tenant’s Harbor. Sympathy is extended to his family.
Here he founded! a church and
Thelma Stanley are in charge of the ty’’ is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs Carver.
tion will meet this week to discuss voted to have waste paper collectI have seen two references to the
to it wrote probably four let
tickets for the annual Birthday Oliver W. Holmes, 8 Purchase street
financial plans for this year; also icn the first of May.
place
in 1776, on in Eaton’s An
ters. In closing the 4th chapter
TENANT’S HARBOR
Her activities have included man
Banquet, Thursday, March 16.
to see what can be done to obtain
R. IC. Wentworth, county agent,
GROSS
NECK
nals
of
Warren” in which he says a
Rev.
John Holman of Port Clyde
of 2d Corinthians he says,
•
•
•
•
ager of the School Magazine Camnine more herds in order to make taught the members of the Medomak
Mrs. William Mank of West guard was stationed at “Tennas will preach at both services Sunday
“For the things that are seen
a complete month’s work for tiie Valley Hustlers of Burkettville how
Sunday at the First Baptist paign, member of Glee Club, Na- Waldoboro called Thursday on Mrs. Harbor” and another in Kenneth
at the Baptist Church.
are temporal, but the things
Church
will begin with the prayer j tional Honor Society, National Thes- Melvin Genthner.
supervisor in the county.
to spliqe rope, Feb 18. The meeting
Robert’s “'March to Quebec” in
that are net seen are eternal.”
Prctf. Albert B. Corey, department
meetings at 10.15 for men in the pian Society, and Cauldron Board
The Lincoln County Poultry Im was held at the home of their
Mr. and Mrs. Pearl Delano of which a Revolutionary army officer of history and government at St.
“Simon Peter,” also a servant
pastor’s study and for women in the She is taking the commercial Friendship visited Sunday at Willis
provement Association met last week leader, Mrs. Carolyn Leigher.
landed there and in his diary Lawrence University, Canton, N. ■
ind apostle of our Lord speaks
vestry. In the morning service, ( course. The candidate is selected
at Waldoboro High School. Dr J F.
The Hope’s Happy 4-H boys made
Genthner
’
s
and
Melvin
Genthner
’
s.
called
it “Talland Harbor I have Y., has been appointed New York ’
of the unseen, and directly of
which will open at 10 30. Rev. J. on the basis of dependability, patrlWitter of the College discussed garden plans and learned to identify
Mr. and (Afrs. Fred Stahl of seen a copy of an old map from State historian. He is the son of
the “unseen presence.”
“Him,
Charles MacDonald will preach on jotism, service and leadership,
poultry diseases. The Knox County different kinds vf seeds when they
Broad Cove have been recent guests the early part of the last century Mrs. H. Y. Corey of this place and
though you have not seen, you
the
subject “life’s Last Problem.” At
Association will meet this week at met with their local leader, Will
of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Geele.
calling it “Tarrant Harbor.” These his many friends here and else
love.” Shackleton and his little
The Good Citizenshiip medal
the Communion Service the new
Lester Shibles farm.
Rockport iam Hardy, Feb. 24 Project bulle
McLellan
Eugley
is
visiting
his
band lest among the eternal ice
ancient names are suggestive of In where will be pleased to leam otf his
deacon. Millard Hart, will be wel whicli is presented annually by the
Foster Tabb, president of the Maine tins and account sheets were given
and mountains, in despair, not
son
Walter
Eugley
in
Augusta.
dian origin. In my boyhood days promotion to this responsible po
comed. At noon the church school D A R. to a member of the 8th grade
Egg Cooperative, will be the speaker out.
ed as they marched a new
Mrs.
Clayton
Richards
and
infant
an old cellar hole on Barter’s Point sition.
will have Bible study classes for all. is to be awarded this year to Gloria
Mrs. Hazel Gammon, local leader
spirit. He felt it himself but
daughter
have
returned
home
from
overlooking the harbor was said to
With The Homes
The Young People’s Bible class will Studley.
of the White Oak 4-H of North
dared
not
mention
it
till
one
of
Dr.
Denison
’
s
nursing
home.
be the location of the home of the
• • • •
Buy War Bonds and Stamps
be held at 5 in the vestry, and ai 6
Maurice D. Jones, chairman Farm
Warren, taught the members the
his
men
said.
“
Commander,
The boy selected to receive the
all young pecple are invited to a
and Home Week Committee in
names of the parts of the sewing
some* one walks with us.”
special musical Christian Endeavor Good Citizenship medal awaded by
charge of room reservations, has
machine at their Feb. 19 meeting.
Aye! let the mothers and
meeting led by Miss Virginia Egan, the S.AR. is Donald Marsh.
announced that all available room
The meeting was held) at the home
fathers
and
wives and sisters,
• • • •
will
include hymn singing, specials
space for Farm and Home Week
cf Mrs. Ruth Wiley with an one
worried naturally, about the
Rehearsals
began
Thursday night
The People’s evening service at 7.15
guests has now been taken by
hundred percent attendance erf 15
loved ones scattered over the
for
the
first
cf
a
series
of Thespian
an dthe sermon by Mr. MacDonald
people who have made reservations.
members.
globe, take comfort this Lenten
project
plays
celebrating
the “Four
on "Some Prison Lessons.”
There are fewer rooms available
“Green and Yellow Vegetables on
period.
Some one walks and
• • • •
Freedoms.” The initial play en
this year because of the fact that
sails and flies with . them.
the Firing Line” was the subject
The United Episcopal parish of titled! “Freedom otf Religion” is di
the men's dormitories are under discussed oy the Singing Sewing
Someone not seen, but loved.
St.
Peter, St. John and St. George. rected by Ruth McMahon.
lease to the Army and cannot be
• • • •
William A. Holman
4-H of West Rockport. Feb. 19.
The
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector. The
used during Farm and Home Week
The
preliminaries
cf the Sopho
This was followed by a quizz on
I Second Sunday in Lent. At St.
All of the girl’s dormitories, the
At the Universalist Church Sun John's Thomaston, Holy Commun more Prize Speaking Contest com
the subject. The meeting was held
A.T.O. fraternity house, and a few
at the home of the local leader. Mrs. day morning 10.40 the Methodist ion at 8 a. m. At St. Peter’s, Holy menced Monday morning in all di
available rooms in the town of
people will join again in a union Eucharist and sermon at 9.30; visions of Mr. Smith’s Oral English
Mary Andrews.
Orono have been completely filled
Classes.
The ‘Scotta Scratchers 4-H of service, due to the continued illness
Mr. Jcnes says that there are not Dai> iriscotta held their second of their pastor, Mr. Hempstead. Church School at 10 45. At St.
Troupe 431 National Thespian
enough beds and nc one should plan meeting of the year, Feb. 18 after Dr. Lowe will preach on ’’Making George’s, Long Cove, Vespers and
to stay overnight who has not school. Local leader, H. W. Van Changes.” Soloist, Miss Lotte Mc sermon at 4 p. m. Week day serv Society, will entertain several
made reservations. He adds thai lt Demar discussed requirements for Laughlin. Because of prevalent ill ices: Mass on Tuesday, Wednesday schools in this section in the prelim
and Friday at 7.S0 on Thursday at inaries of the State One-Act Play
is often difficult to secure a room the 4-H garden. After the business ness the Nursery Department is ex
1 a. m. Daily Vespers at 5 p. m.
in Bangor after late afternoon.
meeting, song leader, Shirley Bryant cused for the present. The Church Stations of the Cress on Friday at contest sponsored1 by Maine Sec
ondary Principal’s Association. The
Katherine Briwa, Extension Foods ' led group singing of 4-H songs.
School meets in the vestry at noon. 7.30 p. m.
cast of Rockland’s entry includes
Specialist, says that weight for • Calvin Cheney and Linwocd Bail- Wednesday, 2.30 p. m. our women
• • • •
Louise Veazie, Richard Stevens and
weight tangerines have less Vitamin (ey were senior and junior winners will meet at the church for the an
At the Nazarene Church, Maver- Ralvan Welker. Albert Hallowell ls
C than oranges. One and one-half respectively, in the judging contest nual dedication service for Univer- isk Square, services Sunday.will be:
or maybe even two tangerines on garden record sheets held for salist women. This is a call to all Church School at 2 ,p. m. afternoon ' stage manager, assisted by Douglas
would be an equivalent of an ordin- the Happy Homemakers of Aina, our women. The meeting takes the worship at 3 o’clock and Young Peo- ! Curtiss and Jo Ann Look as prop
ary orange. This information from Feb. 18. by the county club agent, place of the regular meeting erf the pie’s meeting at 6.30 followed by the erty an dcostume managers.
• • • •
i'iiss Briwa was in response to ma,.y The meeting ws held at the home of Mission Circle. Thursday, 7.30 the evening evangelistic service at 7.30.
A big basket of fruit is being sent
questions regarding the comparative the local leaner. Bernal Jewett.
third Quiet Hour service In the ves The pastor, Rev. Curtis Stanley, will to Dennis Trask, who is ill, by the
Vitamin C value of oranges anr
Five girls have already signed up try with the minister speaking on preach at the afternoon meeting
Sophomores. Clifford Cameron. Cari
tangerines.
, loi the 1944 Style Dress Revue Con- the Mind of Christ.
and there will be special music.
Gray and Charlotte Cowan are in
• • • •
• • • •
charge of the remembrance.
‘“Man” is the subject of the Les
"Jesus, The Son of God,” will be
>
• • • •
son-Sermon that will be read in all the subjeot of Rev. Mr. Welker’s
In the 8th period sophomore
Churches of Christ, Scientist. sermon at the morning service of typewriting class, the
following
March 5. The Golden Text is: the Congregational Church. This speeds have been posted: Nadine
“God created man in his own is the second in a series of Lenten Fuller, 36 words per minute, Elaine
image, in the image of God created sermons on Great Themes of The Aehorn and George Morton, 26, and
he him; male and female created Christian .Faith.
Church School Austin Ulmer, 22. with an error
GIVE TO THE
he them” (Genesis 1:27). The cita session at 10 a. m. Worship service frequency of not more than one
tions from the Bible include the at 10 45, Beginners and Primaries at error in every two minutes, accordfollowing passages: “Know ye that 10.45. The Comrades of the Way ing to suggested standards of the
the Lord he is God; it is he that will hdld a Supper Meeting at 6 p. State department. In the junior
hath made us, and not we our m sharp. The Methodist Fellow- typewriting class, Vina Delmonico
RED CROSS
selves: we are his people, and the ship Group will be the guests of The has written 55 w p m., Lois Clark,
siiesp of his pasture” (Psalms Comrades Chapter. Guest speaker 52, and Barbara Allen. 50, with the
Effective March 1, 1944, night rates
100:3).
will be Joshua N. Southard, *ho will same error frequency as giiven above
• • • •
on long distance telephone calls will
speak on the "Vauies of Church af- thereby receiving gold typewriting
Sunday at the Littlefield Me- i
apply from 6 P. M. to 4:30 A. M., in- .
filiatio to the Young People of our pins.
morial Baptist Church the pastor,
RED CROSS representative will call
to your boys in enemy war prisons. It
• • • •
City.
”
stead of from 7 P. M. to 4:30 A. M.
Rev Charles A. Marstaller, will use
upon you soon. And when that call
costs real money to transplant that lit
To the Citizens of Rockland: The
as formerly. Night rates will continue
comes,
remember
...
as his topic for the service at 10.39
tle
bit of Baltimore or Sioux City or
steadily increasing demand for
SOUTH WALDOBORO
Pasadena—in the form of Red Cross can
to be in effect all day on Sundays.
“Lest We Forget.” Special m»sic
Unless
you
give
and
give
generously,
waste paper makes it necessary that
teens—to cities 10,000 miles away from
Among the Rockland visitors we attempt to collect all this ma- j
the Red Cross may not meet its quota
will include a solo by Walter Gnfhome.
Thursday
were
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Redthis
year.
HELPFUL SUGGESTIONS
terial. March 14 all the schools of
test. They are: Marie Crockett, i dington Delano Mrs. Doris Smal the city will join in a drive to sal
Your boy is counting on you. The Red
Unless everylyidy digs down deep, it
When making a long distance call it is
Cross is counting on vou. The Red Cross
may fail your boy when he needs it most.
Warren, and Lois Nichols. Hope to ley and daughter Ada. Mr and Mrs. vage waste paper, including card
- ell to keep in mind the difference in
is YOU!
make a wool dress for school or Charles Reed, Mrs Roland Studley
It costs real money to collect life-giv
tirr>« in various parts of the country. For
board, magazines, and newspapers.
ing blood for field hospitals half a world
So when its representative calls upon
sport; Charlene Heald. West Rock and daughter Ruth, Mrs. Edward
e.-.amplt, when it is 6 P. M. in New Eng
These materials should be bundled
away. It costs real money to send food
you to help, you simply mustn’t say "No.”
land, it is 5 P. M. in the Central states,
port. Monica Penney. Warren, and Reed and Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Wal separately and tied securely in
4 P. M. in the Mountain states and 3 P. M.
Joyce Banks, South Jefferson, to lace.
on the Pacific coast. Day or night rates
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Standish
make a wash dress for school. All
apply according to the time at the place
have
been on a trip to Providence
are enrolled in the sewing project
where the call originates.
where thej’ visited their daughter,
this year.
It is a good idea also to decide in advance
Marion, a student of Providence
whether you wish to call "station-to-staBible Institute, also visited Mr.
ANSWER TO
tion” or "person-to-person.” Initial rates
Standish
’s father in Attleboro.
CROSSWORD PUZZLB
for "station-to-station" calls are lower
Mass.
'
Without Painful Backache
than corresponding "person-to-person”
Many aufferere relieve nagging backache
A son was bom Wednesday to Mr.
rates. For more detailed information on
quickly, once they diaeover that the real
and Mrs. Robert Wolfe in Rock cause of their trouble may be tired kidneya.
how to make long distance calls, and for
The kidneys are Nature's chief way of tak
land.
Mrs. Wolfe was formerly ing tbe excess acids and waste out of the
examples of rates, please refer to your
blood.
help most people pass about 3
Esther Aehorn and her aunt is pints a They
telephone directory.
day.
When disorder of kidney function permits
»
Mrs. Stella Collamore of this sec poisonous
a
matter to remain in your blood, it
may cause
backache, rheumatic pains,
tion.
Main Street and Business Section Canvassed March 6-11. Residential Section, March **
leg pains, loos of pep and energy, getting up
NEW ENGLAND TELEPHONE & TELEGRAPH CO.

fin. Sunday school follows at 11.45
with clfisses for all age groups.
Young People's meeting at 6 o'clock
with Miss Mai ion Bartlett as leader.
At 7.15 the pastor will speak on

Your own boy wouldn’t

want you to say

"NO!"

A

NOW
SHE SHOPS
“CASH AND CARRY”

The RED CROSS is at his side
and fhe Red Cross is YOU!

ROCKLAND DRIVE STARTS MONDAY

Onr boys most keep on fight
ing—we most keep on buy
ing WAR BONDS until vio
tory U ma. Keep an BACK
ING THE ATTACK.

nights, swelling, puffiness under the eyes,
headaches and dirtiness. Frequent or scanty
passages with smarting and burning some
times shows there is something wrung with
vour kidneys or bladder.
Don’t wait! Ask your druggist for Doan’s

Pills, used stMwaiully by nauiioos for over

40 yean. They give happy relie/aad will festp

tba 15 miles oi Etey tubas Husk out aoisoaous waste from your bloodf- Get Doaa s PUla.

13-18.

Industrial Area, March 6 to 18

All citizens are urged to give generously to this great cause. One dollar contributions
will not do the job. We need larger donations!

